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NEED ENGRAVING?

HE N'EUTS:;.„
TROOPS,BANDS,PARADE - THAT'S ARMY

PROMPT SERVICE!

Rubber stamps? Wedding invitations? Ledger sheets? Poster
paper?
Personal
stationery?
We're as near as your phone. Cal;
470, "The printing number."

Volume Eighteen

The Fain) and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn
Territory —
Fulton, Kentucky, Friday, April 1, 1949

Beauty Revue Tonite
To Pick Army Queen
The stage is ready. The girls are pretty and the judges
are
waiting to select a queen that will reign over Army Day
festivities
here on April 6. Tonight, (Friday) at the Woman's Club a
host
-of beautiful women between the ages of 16 and 20 will compete
for the title of Miss Fulton County, and if rehearsals
on Wednesday
night are any indication, the judges will face their most
difficult
task in attempting to pick ONE,fr
beauty from the array of pulchBoaz; songs you love to hear by
ritude entered in the revue.
Vyron Mitchell and a duo-piano
The young ladies will be chosensemble by Mr. Westpheling
en on five points. They are:
and Mrs. Emerson.
Beauty, personality, charm, poise
Mrs. Edward Benedict was
and queenliness. The judges have
named by Miss Howard as genbeen selected from areas distant eral
chairman of the beauty event
from Fulton and will have no who with
a group of competent
knowledge whatsoever of the ;
committee
workers
has
ascontestants.
identity of the
.sembled a scintillating revue of
Browning
-will
W. T. (Bill)
.the area's most beautiful women.
act as master ot,ceremonies and
Curtain time is at 8:00 o'clock
Miss Virginia fteard, president and tickets can
be purchased
of the Junior. ' an's Club will from any. member of the
Junior
of welcome. Woman's Club or
make
at the door, toMra. night.
and
Paul
will be at the 1 'fhe Queen will be
presented a
rnish music for silver loving cup by the
VFW
ts.
• and a bouquet of red roses by the
specialt les
scheduled Junior Woman's Club.
1
: A novelty number, by Bobliy

MILK PRODUCERS
ENJOY MEET HERE

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS The President of the United States of
America has proclamed April 6, 1949, as ARMY DAY and
has called upon all citizens everywhere for an appropriate
tribute to, our Nation's defenders, and
WHEREAS the Army of the United States has for its
mission the protection of the right of the people of the
United States to live in a free democracy and has preserved
the liberty of our beloved country against all aggressors,
•
and
WHEREAS the soldiers of our Army are engaged in
the task of building a firm, lasting security for all people
who have suffered the tragedy of aggression and stand
today as a powerful bulwark against aggressor nations
around the globe,
NOW, THEREFORE, I, T. T. Boaz, Mayor, do hereby
proclaim April 6, 1949 to be ARMY DAY
and I call upon all citizens of Fulton to be mindful of
the fact that our Army can accomplish its mission, both at
home and abroad only with the constant awareness and
generous support of our people.
ARMY DAY is also dedicated to those heroic soldiers
who gave their lives to establish a peaceful America that
must rimain strong if it is to preserve its heritage.

Noble Gregory, Too!
Governor Clements was not alone in his efforts to secure
troops for Army Day. Hon. Noble Gregory, who never misses an
opportunity to assist local persons and organizations in their
attempts to further the progress
of the city wired the News as
follows:
Washington, D. C., Mar. 29
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
The Fulton County News
Endeavored to secure troops
from Ilth Airborne From Camp
Campbell but unsuccessful. General Gerow of Fort Meade advises me that all available troops
have been committed to Operations Tarheel in North Carolina.
NOBLE J. GREGORY

$5000 BOND POSTED
FOR ACCUSED SLAYER

CLYDE CORUM
IOR MAGISTRATE

JOSEPH WILLIAMS

On Sunday afternoon April
24th in New York, Aristo Artists
present a stellar concert at
Town Hall. Now Town Hall has
TO THE VOTERS OF
concerts
most every Sunday aft.
FULTON COUNTY:
I herewith announce my cand- ernoon but on April 24 things,
will
be
different,
because at that
re-election
ofto the
idacy for
fice of County Attorney of Ful- time Fulton's own Joseph Brent
ton County sebject to the action Williams will appear as one of a
of the Demdcratic primary which group of four outstanding vocalists presented by the booking
will be held on August 6, 1949.
At the completion of this, my company.
It was nearly a year ago that
first term in office, I vvill have
had the benefit of four years of Mr. Williams appeared in concert
experience. This has enabled me I here at the Woman's Club. Since
to become thoroughly familiar ; that time he has toured the majwith the duties of the office, and or cities uf the United States and
I feel that I will thus be better has spent some time in Hollyqualified to serve the interests wood.
Mr. Williams, an accomplished
of the people of the County.
tenor and a native Fultonian,
I hope to have an opportunity will sing six solo numbers and
of seeing each of you personal- will appear again
with Miss Luly prior to the election, but in cille David, contraltd to sing a
the event this should prove im- Duet from Act 2 of
La Gioconda
possible, I wish to assure you
by Poneltelli. To close the conthat your vote and influence will • cert Mr. Williams and the other
be deeply 'appreciated and that,1 artists appearing on the proif elected, I will discharge im- gram will sing Bella Figlia dell
partially the responsibilities of Amore, a quartette from Verdi's
the office to which I aspire to the Rigoletto. Besides Miss David.
best of my ability.
Catherine Mastice, soprano and
JAMES H. AMBERG
Frances Baritone, baritone, will
—Pol. Adv.
be presented in concert by Aristo
Artists on April 24.
Cayce Homemakers Plan In a letter to Fulton friends
Williams disclosed that later
Dinner forrCivic Groups Mr.
in the Spring he will be present- I
Homemakers
will
The Cayce
ed in concert at Randdlph-Macon
dish up one of their incompar- ! College. He did not state whether •
members
•
club
to.civic
able meals
or not he would'vitit FUlton this •
of Fulton, Hickman, Clinton and year, but it is hoped diet he may
at
7:30
(tonight)
at
Union City
give consideration to possible
the Cayce Bchool.
appearances at .14einplais' Open
By Mary Nell McD. Wright ' wonder that she is the accompEntertainment will be furnish- Air Theatre or St.'Louis' Munici. . . And it was those words lished vocalist that she is.
ed by the style Mart Harmony pal Opera this summer. •
from Puccini's Aantiful aria in
Throughtout the stillness of
Four of Mayfield, who will prethe Opera "Tosca," that key- that seated throng at the Womsent a variety program, and lit- KITE CONTEST SUNDAY
noted the concert last Thursday an's Club where only
smiles
tle Jackie Jackson the drummer
A kite-flying contest open to night of Fulton's own Lois Jean were prevalent, one could hear
boy of Clinton who will be ac- all Cub Scouts in Fulton, Hick- Hindman.
in a whisper here and there,
companied Aby his parents, Mr. man and Clinton will be staged
The prophetic words not only "I'm so proud for Lois."
and Mrs. Herschel Jackson.
Sunday afternoon at 2: p.m. at keilinoted her recital bt&j.140Y
Lois, you know is Mrs. M. W.
ha.ve been significant of nortrr. Haws, a talented musician in her
Tickets for the dinner can be the Fulton Country Club.
A number of out-of-town en- tire life. As a little girl, and own right. whose own life has
obtained from Miss Marian Maxfield, iecretary of the Fulton tries are expected to make the throughout her musical appren- been motivated by a sincere beChamb.e. of Commerce, or by affair an enjoyable afternoon for ticeship she has clung persistent- lief that a house is not a home
all comers.
ly to love and to music. Love without music. She put music in
i•alling 437
The kites are being made by , for a devoted mother who tick her home, from which comes a
Carey Frields is able. to be out the boys and their dads; prizes ' instilled 'the charm of music in vocalist with tremendous potenader being quite ill st his home will be awarded for construction ] her life . . . and love for music, a tialities.
and for performance in flying.
I desire so fervent that it is no
Resplendent in a gown of
o't Walnut street.

Number Thirteeu,

Clements Invites Tennessee
National Guard To Fulton
Said Governor Earle Clements to Governor Gordon Browning,
.. "Welcome to Fulton on Army Day." It was just such a message that Governor Clements told the
News Editor in a telephone conversation, that he had wired Goveinor Brotaing in welcoming the National Guard units of Martin
and Union City to Fulton's gigantic Army Day on April 6. Governor Clements further told the News that he had exhausted every
possible means to bring Army°
and Kentucky National Guard
Swain the Rhine and the State
units to the city on that day but
Highway patrol.
an Army directive recently isWorking diligently to make the
sued by the War Department
parade a success is Charles Dixhad placed a ban on troops paron, who with a corps of workers
ticipating in Army Day celebrafrom the VFW and Commander
Harry Bloodworth have left no
stone unturned to bring every
Line Of March
The parade will form and conceivable attraction to the city
start at the Fulton High School on that day.
Last year's event brought more
and proceed up Pearl street to
Fourth. It will go doon Fourth than 10,000 people to the city.
Patriotic citizens who have doto Lake street and parade
down Lake to Carr street. At nated to help defray the financ- •
Carr it oil! proceed up that ial expense of the day-long event
street to Third and up Third are as follows, and are in addistreet to disband at the school.. Rion to those who have entered
floats.
City National Bank
$20.00
tiona this year. The Common- Bucks Liquor Store
10.00
wealth of Kentucky has no ap- Ford
quor Stoce
10.00
propriation as does Tennessee to The k
10.00
pay troops for such occasions.
Cook
ouricy Liq. Store 10.00
Governor Clements further ex- KasnoaT
10.00
pressed his regret that he could Cherry I
Milling Co
10.00
not be the honored guest of the K.. Catr.Goods ...., Y0.00
Veterans of Foreign Wars on that P. H. Viiear.s and Sons
10.00
day but that he would take a Franklin's Clothing Store 10.00
"rain check" and come some oth- I Joyners Liquor Store
. 10.00
er time.
Little Clothing Store
10.00
10.00
In a call from Owensboro Fulton Bank
10.00
Thursday the News learned that McDade &McDade Con.
10.00
a high4anking Army officer Henry I. Siegel Co.
10.00
would be the principal speaker 3-Way Pool Room
5.00
for the day and that Lt. Ira J. Andrews Jewelry Co:a
Fall
&
Fall
Ins. Co..
5.00
Nelson,_ commandhag officer of
Owl
Drug
Co.
5.00
the Paducah Reeruiting office,
Lfader Stare
5.00
and Capt. Acy Murray, head of
StoreRoberts
fi.30
the Army Services Unit at Ow-5.00
ensboro, will act as judges for the Firestre Store
A..Q.13aldridge
5.00
parade.

George Gargus,
60-year-old
farmer charged with the murder
of Edd Brooks of Palmersville,
was released on a $5000 bond
IN WITNESS THEREOF I have hereunto set my hand
Wednesday at a
preliminary
and caused the Seal of Fulton to be affixed this 30 day of
hearing before Squire Clyde TilMarch 1949.
ley.
T. T. BOAZ, Mayor
Garg.:s WaS returned to Dresden from a Mayfield Hcs,iaital
where he had been taken for
treatment of gunshot wounds
following the shooting of Mr.
Brooks at a farm home on
March 14.
Gargus said that Brooks attacked him twice with a pistol,
Tabulation of a Chamber of fer a 5-month period against 12 wounding him in the hip, He
Commerce poll of Fulton business for 3 months.
said he took the. gun from Mr.
es regarding the desirability of
The remainder of the voting, Brooks and shot him four times.
summer closing dates has dis- broken down by classifications,
closed that an overwhelming ma- shows the following:
jority want to close Thursday,
Miscellaseous retail: close 12,
for a half-day, for a five-month
stay open 5; Thursday 6, Wednesperiod.
day 4; 1/2 day 9, all day 2; .6
The actual vote reveals that months 8, 3 months 4.
TO THE VOTERS OF
59 want to close while 6 do not;
Cream statiens:„elose 3,. stay MAGISTRATE'S MST. NO. 2
39 prefer Thursday against 16 for
I am herewith Making my
Wednesday; 41 prefer a halt-day open none; Thursay 3, Wednesagainst 16 a 3.•-hole day; and 39 day none; V2 day 3; all day none; formal announcement to the voters of the Second Magisterial
favor five months (May thru 5 months 3, 3 months none.
District that I will make the race
Sept.) against 18 the 3 summer
Professional: Close 4, stay op- for re-election
as magistrate of
months.
en 1; Thursday 4, Wednesday that district. I
This year's event already promhave served the
The report is based on a re- none; 14 day 3, all day 1; 5 voters of that section of the coun- ises to outshadow the large scale
turn of 68 cards from all types of months 2, 3 months, 1.
ty for the past term and I have operations of last year. Schedulvarious local businesses, most of
Barber and Beauty: Close 5, conscientiously given the best of ed to appear in the parade are:
which have been observing some stay open, none; Wednesday 2, my ability to the interest of all 150 troops and accompanying vekind of closing dates in the past. Thursday 2, Monday 1; all day, concerned.
A total of 134 cards were mailed. 5; 14 day none; 5 months 3, 3
It is been my intention to be
'
ru°
'
-111.1cLfisliex
ZefkN
atl-i
By far the largest number of months 1.
the guardian of the people's in- Boy Scout, Girl Scout and Cub
cards returned were from local
The poll was taken in order to terest and while I know that it is Scout troops; The Fulton Cootie
retail merchants who sell goods obtain a mass opinion of the mat- hardly possibly to do the thing Clov -r s; Saddle Horses and the
across-the-counter. A tabulation ter of closing dates and the re- at all times to please all the peo- "wonder hotoe" from Metropolis,
Paducah Order of the Cootie;
of their votes (some cards did sults will be presented to the ple, I have sincerela• judged my
not vote some sections) shows Chamber of Commerce at its actions to the satisfaction of the Paducah VFW drill team; Woodmen of the World drill unit;
that 35 prefer to close, with none next meeting for action.
inajority of the voters.
dissenting; 22 prefer Thursday aFor many years I served this American Legion drill team;
gainst 10 for Wednesday and 2
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gholson area as Pepsi-Cola representative General Nuisance and PFC. I
for Monday; 26 prefer a half-day spent the weekend adth her par- but because of my he,alth I gave
while 8 prefer all day; 23 pre- ents in Water Valley.
up the work to farm. Because of
Kroger Sponsors 77
health my farming interests are
small, which affords me only College Scholarraips
small revenue, and further, gives
Seventy-seven college scholarme enough time to serve the votships will be awarded to outers as magisfilfte.
I shall tr7to visit each and ev- standing high school graduates
ery voter itween now and the in 15 midwestern and southern
August primaries, arR1 until I do, states during 1949, it has been
announced by the Kroger comA new $20.000 addition
to Fulton citVens, has recently sub- I will certainly appreciate your
pany.
the Greenfield Manufacturing mitted an expansion project to influence in my humble candiCOmpany plant in Gieenfield, building stockholders of a simi- dacy.
Scholarships "are worth $200
I especially invite the voters each and will be divided between
Tenn., will be completed and lar nature, for addition of a new
ready for occupancy in June, it wing or possibly a new buildnig to review my voting record as students majoring in home ecwas announced there last week. to house the projected expans- kept in the office of the county onomics and agriculture at 16
court clerk. My record is an op- land-grant colleges. Last year,
The new 80 x 120-foot addition ion of the firm.
Leo Greengrass, manager of en book and I sincerely hope Kroger also awarded 77 scholar'to the present building will house
ships at these colleges, a continthe shipping and pressing depart- the Henry I. Siegel Company that you will inspect it.
—POL. ADV. uation of a program started 10
ments of the company's plants here told the NeWs that if a
years ago.
in Greenfield and Dresden, and new and modern building, eciuld
This Week's Paper:
will employ an additional 115 be secured here the present opeScholarship winners will be sepeople when in full operation, rations of the company could
i4 Pages, 2 Sections
lected by the respective college
be doubled, which means nearly
according to the management.
scholarship committees on the
There's- lots of advertising in
The addition was financed 1000 employees on the payroll
basis of high school scholastic
the NEWS this week, and
through the sale of stock by the full time.
there's lot of news in the ADS. achievement and evidence of
Greenfield Development ComA Chamber of Commerce comleadership qualities demonstratEighty-five Advertisers bring
pany.
mittee has been appointed to
you timely messages of food, ed in school, church, 4-H clubs,
the Henry I. Siegel plant in work with the company officials,
fashion
and
merchandise. Future Farmers of America, FuFulton, whose stoc}c was sub- who await the arrival of Mr.
ture Homemakers of America or
Read them all . .. and profit!
scribed in a similar manner, by Siegel for otber developments.
similar organizations.

JOSEPH WILLIAMS IN No Change Desired In Closing
TOWN-HAMONCERT Dates, Merchants' Poll Indicates

About 50 milk producers in
'Fulton and Hickman counties I
were the guests of W. P. Burnette, owner of the Fulton Pure
Milk Co. Tuesday evening at the
Woman's Club. Held in the interests of discussing mutual problems in producing and selling
milk the meeting was one of several that have been held recently to discuss produces-consumer
relations.
Harry Veatch, a representative
of the Fulton County Health Deosrtment presented an informative movie on the quality of milk.
Fulton county and immediate
vicinity produces some of the
highest quality of milk products
in the entire nation it was revealed by a non-producer who
has occasion to know cfnality
milk products.

;NIMES H. AMBER&
SEEKS RE-ELECTION

Let us print your personal cards,
business forms, envelopes, plscards, circulars or programs. We
have 4 presses and over 200 styltri
of type.

GREENFIELD FACTORY EXPANDS; SIEGEL
PLANT COULD HIRE UP TO 1000 PERSONS

(Continued on page ten)

HAZEL BRADLEY IN
COURT CLERK RACE
TO

THE FULTON COUNTY
VOTERS
I have been urged by many
citizens of Fulton County, to
make the race for County Court
Clerk. I was born in Fulton County, graduated from the Sylvan
Shade hiln sclhool and since
1939 have been employed in the
office of the County Court Clerk
of •Fulton County Court.
Having grown up in the office,
so to speak, I am quite familiar
with the varied duties of the
County Court Clerk, where there
is a tremendous amount of responsibility and a need for atttmtion to detail. I also know
how necessary it is to be familiar
with the records in order to serve
quickly or efficiently.
Since the office belongs to
the people whom we serve, they
are due every courtesy regardless of race, creed or status in
life.
I am well aware of what will
be required of me, vsd •- nter the
race with no comn‘1,its and
of my very own acc- i
person nor groups of
• • ns are
backing my canclii
I shall
try to see each vote. rr
but if unable to do ss, which is
never possible in th- ietv months
of the campaign, I \
still continue to work here is the office
during the campaigc therefore I
am taking this means of asking
your support which will be deeply appreciated.
HAZEL BRADLEY
—Pol. Adv.

Love and Music, These I Have Lived For CLEMENTS iAYS
•

Chantilly lace and billowy net,
with an off the shoulder neckline, Lois Jean looked' all the
world like a picture in a setting
of Sprigs_flowers. Near her at
the Sterivkay grand, was her
mother, accompanying her in her
solos, which is the way its been
since Lois Jean was a little girl.
The charm of her person and
the beauty of the flowers around her complemented the
radiance of her beautifully controlled voice, which is now familiar to most Fultonians.
During the applause at the end
of each of the foreign language
numbers in the first two parts of

her recital, not only was there
great feeeling for the manner in
which she presented the difficult
arias, but sincere admiration for
the ease with which she has. mastered the French, German, Italian and other foreign languages.
Lois Jean, a student at Northwestern University in Chicago
will present her senior recital
there on April 6. While her Fulton friends will not be there to
hear the crowning accomplishment of her college career, let us
say, Lois Jean, that we award
you our lavish praise, for all of
us know that a glorious future
lies straiglat Ahead.

ASSEMBLY IS OVER
Gov. Earle Clements late Wednesday decided against calling
another special session of the
Kentucky Legislature.
His announcement came after
the present special session enacted the entire legislative program he had laid before it March
1 and ended its work.
"I have arrived at the conclusion that there is no situation existing at this time which measures up to emergency standard,"
he said in a statement read to
the House.
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

JEST
AMONG
US...

by McFsiatters

EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
&Urged at the rates spelified by advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. Elsewhere $2.50 a year.
altered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office at
rulton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Some years ago when I was
working on a Tennessee weekly
newspaper we received a letter
from a subscriber out in the
hills. It was a long, rambling letter about the death of the lady's
nephew, certainly a fine young
man to judge from the flowery
language she used. No mention
was made of the cause of his
death, however. until the last
sentence on the last page: "William stepped on an electric wire
and his death came as a great
shock."

Lady Be Good ... You Gotta Be

weather.
With the announcements by Miss Hazel Bradley and
Mrs. catherine Kelly that they win seek the office of Fulton County court clerk we herald a new phase of the coining August primaries. While we are not too intimately acquainted with either of these women, we are happy to see
them announce for positions of importance.
Now if we could see a fair lady announce for Mayor
and Councilwoman, and if Mayor Boaz would appoint a
woman in his long-dormant power board, we'd say that the
ladies were in there, where they ought to be, guarding with
their men folks the welfare of the city and county.

Beloved Judy Is Laid To Rest
Last Friday afternoon we drove .out to Water Valley
ta see the last resting place of Judy. The little mound of
ered lilacs and the lilies thrown
fresh di-rt, with the
night's rain told a story all its own.
helter-skelter after
killed-by a hit-and-run driver who
Judy, ycu see,
take her life. Judy was playing in
really didn't inte
_the startling sound of screeching
the back yard•
been run over. Seeing the
brakes told that a little cog .lad
commotion, Judy ran out into the highway in front of her
home and as youngsters will do, ran without thinking that
maybe she too v:ould be hit by a speeding automobile. She
was and was kilied instantly.
Judy however could not oe cailed a youngster. She was
nine or maybe ten year's old, and in-the life of a dog that
isa rather decrepit old age. We haven't told you yet, that
waa a dog too, but so gay and so friendly, and so much
joy to those who loved her, that sometimes One completely forgot that see was a dog,
Judy, that lovable great big white Spitz, had been the
playmate of Ann Latta evecy since Ann was a little bit of a
thing herself. But it was not Ann alone who loved Judy.
All of the Lattas, Mary and Gilson and Sophie, the Latta's
cook just pampered and petted that pet until she had the
complete run of the house. Judy was a commuter too. Half
of the time she lived in Fulton in the home of Mrs. Walter
Hill, where botls Mrs. Hill and Grace found every day a
new enjoyment eecause Judy was there.
Not too long ago Judy became quite ill. Every medical
attention in this area was given her and finally she submitted to an operation for hernia.
One night, just recently, when Judy was feeling quite
ill, Grace got up in the middle of the night and took her to
the pet hospital on the outskirts of the city. Judy just lay
there very quiet and still until she came to the door of the
_ hospital, and just like any other anybody else she became
quite frisky because she didn't want to make believe that
she w-as sick. She was getting along swell after her operation and was able to play with her dog friends, and most
especially did she romp and stomp through the hcmes of the
people who loved her most.
She's gone now. While that little mound of dirt in the
family plot in Water Valley will show you that a loved one
in the Latta family has passed, it cannot begin to tell the
wonderful memories that she has left here, or the very
empty spot that she has left in Ann's heart. If there is a dog
heaven, and sometimes we feel sure that there is, then Judy
is there tonight, and if it is any consolation to those who
loved her to tell them that she is there, then we will say
don't worry Ann Latta, Judy is very happy tonight.

Rails Fight Back
Determination of the nation's railroad to speed up schedules of newly-built streamliners to meet competition from
other forms of transportation was again reflected this month
as the Kansas City Southern Lines announced that its postwar-built "Southern Belle:' would soon begin eperetion
between Kansas City and New Orleans on a much faster
schedule.
The new trains, featiseing the latest in sleeping cars
from Pullman-Standard car manufacturing company, will
make the 873-mile run between the two cities in 18 hours
—three and three-quarter hours faster than any present
regularly scheduled train on its lines. In keeping with the
trend away from open-section sleepers, the New Southern
Belles will feature all-room cars, each having four bedrooms and 14 roomettes of the latest design.
Chair cars, diner and tavern lounge cars also will be
carried, and radio and wire-recorded music will be broadcast throughout the train via a master set located in the
•
observation-tavern-lounge ear.

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks

By Jack Wild

There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

Something's happening around here this fine Spring
weather, and what's more we're mighty glad to see it.
Fulton County in Kentucky and Obion County in Tennessee are getting on the national beam where women folks
are concerned. Yessiree, that little lady who holds the
purse strings of the Nation, who is responsible for the
largest majority of the vote cast in national elections, who
is the power behind most thrones, is getting into politics
and its a very healthy sign. Its healthy because it means
they are invading a hitherto ail-male domain and just between us folks, there's going to be a change in the political

Attention Farmers:

If there weren't so many
"wrecks" on Kentucky roads
there wouldn't be so many
wrecks on Kentucky roads.
FISH STORY DEPT.: Did you
ever hear of a barnacle goose?
Strange creatures by this name
lived centuries ago in the Brit"Could you warm up this coffee a little?"'
ish Isles, according to the Manchester Guardian. The birdlike
fish, or fishlike bird, grew like
fruit on the branches or certain
trees standing beside the sea. As
the "fruit" ripenede-cut popped
by ALICE AND ME
the little geese, which swam aAlice and I have been trying nation and from age to age. For way if they fell on the water.
to see how many birds have al- act, in the words of Henry Janes, What happened if they didn't fall
on the water isn't entirely clear.
ready returned for the summer. is "the shadow cf humanity."
We've seen a robin, some blue
In Ceylon the Buddist child
jays, starlings and crows. We're
New high Russian officials inwondering if it is true what they learns during babyhood. to say clude Efremov, Vishinsky, Zhasay about crows—that they are in the morning, "May all living voronkov, Psurtzev, Tevosian.
the most intelligent of birds and things be happy."
Pervughin, Kosygin, Baibakov,
have a remarkable social inKostousov and Sasyadko. That
On March 5, 1926, the Ladies' just shows how far those Russtinct. If one of them falls into
a body of water and is unable Club of Chestnut Glade met sians will go to confuse a fellow.
to rise, he will be helped ashore, with Mrs. Jim Burke. Quite a
first by one comrade and then number of ladies v..ere present.
AFTERTHOUGHTS: One thing
enother. They have no fear of an also several visitors. One new
unarmed man, but let the same member was enrolled, Mrs. T, D. everybody would be willing to
see go down in history is the
individual carry a gun, and they Butts.
price of groceries . . . "Truth to
avoid him like the plague.
In Northern Ireland there is say the Kentuctuan is still something of a barbarlan—happily
Mexico is known as the Store- an old superstition (along with
retaining rnost of the savage virheese of the World because of their leprechanns) that the wattues," Henry Watterson wrote in
tne fertility of its soil and its ers of Lough or Lake Neagh turn
the Courier-Journal in 1916, in
almost inexaustible mineral and the legs of fishermen to stone.
Alice and I are figgurin' up commenting on the Golden Jubother natural resources.
what a fine stone memorial we ilee of the University of Kencould build if that were true of tucky . . . if you go to bed at 8
There is now a liquid resin the lakes around here.
o'clock and set the alarm to wake
spray for cut green foliage which
at 8:3 the next morning, how
preserves their freshness. It can
many hours will you sleep? .
be applied with an ordinary inMT. CARIVIEL
that's right, Cousin Sadie, half
sect spray gun and it dries at
Mrs. Ben Morris, Cor.
an hour.
ordinary room temperature to
Rev.
Vincent
of
Pilot
Oak
form a thin, transparent coating
conducted our services Sunday I'.Iargaret Workman at Cayee
over the plant or foliage.
in the absence of the pastor, Sunday.
Someone once said: Your suc- Rev. Joe Wilson who is ill in the
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hornscess, or happiness, is a thing Fulton Hospital. Bro. Wilson is by of Memphis are
spending
improving
and
thinks
he
will
be
that y-ou alone hold within your
their vacation with his mother,
able
to
go
home
this
week.
own hands to achieve. Let no one
Mrs. Archly Hornsbs- and her
Bro. Royce Cruce preached at parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bentake it from you—not even your
Martin
Sunday.
own self!
net. They visited Mr. and Mrs.
Our singing Friday night con- Gus Paschall Sunday.
Five distinct white races are ducted by the Friendly Five from
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
represented in Nova Scotia; Union City vt-as wonderful. A
J. D, Morris in Fulton were Mr.
English, Scottish. French-Cana- large crowd attended and all enand 1VIrs. Ben Morris, Route 4,
dian, Irish and Hanoverian, all joyed the program.
Mrs. Effie Steels is a patient at and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Drenn
holding to many traits of their
Jones Clinic and is very ill. Her of Mayfield.
forefathers.
sister, Mrs. *La Vacla Bard is atDelores Morris, little daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Morris, is
Very few cf the famed Vienna tending her bedside.
Miss
Hattie
Hampton
is
visitill with measles.
Boys' Choir have become musicians in their maturity. The out- ing Mrs. May Hampton at Cayce
Jim Dawes was near a tree
Edward
Wolberton
who
is
a
standing one is Franz Schubert.
patient in the Kennedy General which tile lightening struck SatGreat music is not an art be- Hospital. in Memphis is improv- urday night but he escaped inyond the comprehension of the ing but he will have to -stay jury.
will
reasonably sensitive person, even there for several weeks. He
The state of Missouri presentif that person has had no techni- be glad to hear from friends. His
ed the USS Missouri with a $10.address is Ward 15-A.
cal training in music.
Mrs. Lola Workman and son, 000 eighteen-place setting silver
Art is a universal language! Robert and family visited Mrs. service.

1

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayf 11d-Fulton Hwy.

RUPTURE
WONDERFUL NEW INVENTION
Sutherland's "Million Dollar" Truss
NO BELT—NO STRAPS NO ELASTIC—NO LEATHER
NO ODORS.
New type CONCAVE PAD helps weakened muscles close
instead of spreading. Controlled Swivel-Automatic Pressure.
FREE Demonstration
"THE TRUSS TO TR1'ST — ASK YOUR DOCTOR"
408 Lake Street
• Phone.; 70 428

CITY DRUG CO

FOOTNOTES
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LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES

KY

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.
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KENTUCKY'S

TRADITIONS

Group
Singing

DEAL
IMP'.

Butts
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Groce
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Kentuckians love to sing .. .
and preferably in thc company of
other Kentuckians. E'ver since 1884
there has been a big singing day at
Benton, ss here such old favorites
as "Lone Pilgrim," "Hound for
Canaan" and "Green Fields" have
swelled the hearts of all who listen.
Group singing is a tradition in
Kentucky.
Yes, and beer is a

tradition

in Kentucky, tool

POwel

power d
driven
'rove ac
controis
operator

Like group singing, BITIR
BELONGS in Kentucky. Since the
days when pioneers around the open
hearth lifted their voices ia song,
Kentuckians have enjoyed beer, the betcrage "
of moder.stiou.

-

Copyright 1949, Kentucky Division, U. S. Brewers Foundation
Orri.•••••••

how limestone helps keep
your farm productive
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hen you apply limestone to your
farm land you accomplish several important things
at one and the same time.
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World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

Get freo booklet of amazing poet-

T'Z

;Zrr f'tcsto
.'7Ni747.1,
:
°
phone. no mail coupon.

Beftone
DORIPAOST ONI-UNIT
HEARING AID

"Gooranited by
Hood Housekeeping
'ess„,

O. A. ROLAND
BOX 727, PADUCAH, KY.

Fellow says to me the other day,"I'm tired of mule farming ...
tired of rassling an old walking plow ... tired of eating dust
behind a cultivator."
"Why don't you get a Farmall Cub tractor with fingertip
Farmall Touch-Control," I says."You just attach your implement,
then —with your finger—tell it what to do!"
"Yessir, plowing like this or any other small-farm operation
is as easy as rolling off a log." As he drove his Farmall Cub out
the door,I mentioned to him,"When your Farmall Cub
needs parts or service, I'm right here."

Name...
•Mreas
Crown

...................

2.

The acid condition of your soil, that has developed
as the result of the loss of lime, is corrected—
that is, the soil is "sweetened."
The activity of favorable bacteria is stimulated;
the decay of organic matter, such as manure,
straw, roots, and stubble, is hastened; and the
nitrogen-forming processes are promoted.

4
.

Other plant foods, especially phosphorus, arc kept
in more available form

5.

Soil structure is improved; heavy clays and silts
are made looser and easier to till

Lime a Part of your farm each year and make this
operation a regular part of your farm program.
CEDAR BLUFF STONE COMPANY
Incorporated
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

tsettone Hearing Service 1
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
nbittetien s
Plow mend sp_e
eeeoi facts about
the now FREDlionlet
I
DEAFNESS and How to Overeome It

You replace thc calcium and magnesium (lime)
that have been lost through cropping, erosion,
and leaching.

a.

Here's new hearing clarity—with far
more sound intensity than before! And
wholly new hearing comfort--millions
can now hear with power turned way
down. No buzzing, no hollow sounds.
Beltone eats new 'standard of lifelike
hearing.

FREE

I.

20'
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Our Agricultural Limestone Can Be Ordered Through

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.
314 1VALNUT

PHONE 16

CITY COAL COMPANY, FULTON, KY.
WILLIE SPEED, FULTON, KY.
RAYMOND PEWITT, FULTON, KY.
' .• w
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Whitlatch Home Is Haven For
It was nearly mid-day at the
Whitlatch home in South Fulton. The aroma of green beans
and pot roast and young onions
filled the air. The robust hissing
of a pressure-cooker interrupted
the stillness of a beautiful Spring
day and yet there was no real
quiet in that tidy little cottage.
The sound of fleeting years
reverberated from the picturebedecked walls and the thoughts
of a yester-year were paramount

in every little heart grown weary
with loneliness and despair.
You see, the Whitlatch home,
with its bountiful gardens of
vegetables and the gusty blossoms of forsythia that bloom
near the windows, is an old ladies' home, whose three paying
"guests" have accumulated a
total of more than two centuries
of living.

,the pinnacle of maturity meets
the birth of senility, there is termendous responsibility involved
in the care and comfort of the
ladies, whose families are not
so near, whose dispositions are
sometimes not so cheerful, and
whose problems run the gauntlet
of emotions.
All these things Mrs. R. W.
Whitlatch takes in stride. A vigorous woman with a hulking
Yet, with the individual ages frame and an indominatable spirall beyond the 70 mark, where it, that is not to be outdone by
her refreshing vitality, the home
was started as an accomodation
to Mrs. Ida Rose, a widow of
near Dukedom who came to her
home as a paying guest. Mrs.
Rose lived with her for seven
years and probably gave Mrs.
Your druggist has a great responWhitlatch the idea for her home,
which has become the haven for
sibility. He carries out the doctor's
homeless ladies, and the combinprescription. His years of training
ed symbol of human kindness and
are condensed in that tiny package
yet inhuman gratitude. Kindness
on the part of Mrs. Whitlatch to
of medicine vvhich means so much
open her home and her heart to
to you. the prescription aepartthe old ladies and ingratitude on
ment at CITY DRUG CO., is the responsibility of registered
the part of humanity for the disprofessional pharmacists.
regard in which they have held
the sweetness of old age.
Two of the ladies are mothers.
Mrs. A. J. French, 75, who was
born and reared four miles from
C. H. McDANIEL, TOM MADDOX
Fulton is the mother of seven
408 LAKE STREET
PHONES 70, 928
children, all of them living.
With her creaking rocker moving back and Ire she told a story
semsmsemmil of
her children_and where they
live and how she looks forward
to a visit from them now and
then. Mrs. French likes to talk,
probably to keep from thinking.
She wore a pretty little red
shawl, with white fringe on it,
and was much afraid that it
would have been a little too gay
for an cld lady. It will take
mere than. a
red shawl, she
knows, to lift her heart.
HOMEFOR
SEE US NOW
Visiting with Mrs. French on
GROWN U.S. 13 CERTIFIED
Wednesday was her neighboi,
ORDERS
SEED CORN—ALL
(from the next room) Mrs. MagREADY FOR DELIVERY.
gie Jones who came into the
front room to sit by the fireplace
and warm her feet and to sit
DEALERS — Ky. Hdw. and
with her friend while they croIMPL. Co., Fulton, Ky; A. C.
cheted and chatted. Mrs. Jones
Reed
Butts 8; Sons, Fulton;
does not do as well as Mrs.
French in dismissing the loneliFulton: Arrington
Bros.
ness from her heart. Mrs. Jones
Grocery, Cayce: Pickett Grocwho couldn't quite remember
ery, Hickman; and Bailey Stov:hether she was 72 or 73, has
one 'daughter who lives in Oklavall, Rives, Tenn.
homa. The months have turned
into }rears since she has seen her.
and it is not without sobbing that
Rt. 1, Fulton, Ky. she
recounts her desire to see her
once again. "I just wish I could
see her and some of those children I used to take care of when
I was better." Before arthritis
snarled and shriveled her hands
she cared for children in Dyersburg. She loved each of them
as her own and in a soft and
lonely voice she told of little !
Deb, for whom she cared until ;
the child was four years old. Deb
ir
must be a pretty big girl now,
•
she said as she wiped her tears
away with an un-hemmed handkerchief torn from an old bedPower driven wheels,
Oew•r dr.ven reel, power
sheet.
driven sharpener. pos-

RESPONSIBILITY

HER

close
essure.
R"

Street
11-428

tentment to the ladies that love!
0F
r orw otrhaesm 0 hecroemapraess onno,!
The Aged ft°earg:.
only relief that they are gone,
moved to a state mental institu and a greater relief to them that
tion. "That lady just keep us all have departed.
in a stew. Always accusing somebody of stealing, when she had Pat Lawson Initiated
the object right in her hand." It
In U of K Sorority
takes a heap of discipline to live
Pat Lawson, daughter of Mr.
in such close quarters.
The ladies have their prefer- and Mrs. J. C. Lawson, 800 Troy
ence of doctor and medical bills avenue, Hickman, is one of 15
and drugs are borne by the in- new initiates in the Beta Psi
chapter of Alpha Delta Pi sororidividual.
The larder at the Whitlatch ty at the University of Kentucky.
A graduate of Hickman High
home is well stocked and a frozen food locker contains many School:Miss Lawson is now a
junior in the College of Agrimeats and vegetables raised right
culture and Home Economics at
in her own garden. The rooms
the university.
are neat and clean and made
cheery and comfortable. The
Alpha Delta Pi was. founded at
ladies are not hard to feed. At Wesleyan Female College, Mabreakfast they. get what they con Ga., in 1851. Beta Psi, the
want, and for the other meals University of Kentucky chapter
they want what they get, which of the sorority, was installed on
is usually a well-balanced meal. the campus in 1941. There are 64
Mrs. Whitlatch does not permit national chapters of Alpha Delta
herself to get personally attached Pi.
to any of the ladies. In ca3e
death she notifies the nearest
The Navy delivered the historrelative who usually makes fu- ic Wright Brothers' airplane, Kitneral arrangements sometimes ty Hawk, from Nova Scotia to
"just above a pauper's burial." National Museum, Washington,
But death brings a sweet c•m- D. C.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
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Especially des;gned to meet the home
owner's needs wqh plenty of power
in the Brim el Stratton four-cyclis
encpne. The Rocket is noted for care.
free maintenance and perfect perform.
ance.
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WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY
207 East Fourth St.

Fulton

-yhone 169

Ammiimmimummsmi.
GAS PRICES

SLASHE

ETHYL

REGULAR

24'
WE GUARANTEE OUR GASOLINE to perform in your car
as well as any now being sold in this trade territory. YOU
MUST BE SATISFIED OR YOUR MONEY CHEERFULLY
REFUNDED.
SEE US for the BEST DEAL IN TOWN on tires and tubes. We
sell Goodyear.
Road and Wrecker service DAY and NIGHT

PIPELINE GAS CO.
Phone 9188

Lake Street and State Line

I ulton

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Hotne
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

SEE THEM FIRST
AT OUR STORE!
GIVE US A TRY — WE TRY TO PLEASE
TASTY SANDWICHES — ALWAYS — HOT CHILI
HAMBURGERS — HOT DOGS
PIT BAR-B-Q
OPPOSITE
RAY HUNTER,
0 K LAUNDRY

CURB SERVICE

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO:3NE 35
207 CHURCH

OWNER

E TO FULTON
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clutch, all

204 Main St.
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FORRESTER SHOE SHOP

Ott
00000
W01

HYBRID CORN

Capie

ALMOST EVERYBODY OWNS
A PAIR OF SHOES!
. . And sooner or later they come
marching in to FORRESTER'S for
the repairs that keep them in good
condition for longer wear. Join the
parade . . bring your in today!

RAT'S scadwie4 sitar/

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

aced

-401

FOR: THE GIGANTIC CELEBRATION OF

ARMY DAY

Most placid and serene of all
the ladies in the home at this
time is Miss Sadie Kerr, aged
75, who does not have the love of
children and home to long for.
Typical of the little old lady in
the song, her hair is snowy white
and her face is soft anci sweet.
Miss Sadie crochets too, but it
hasn't been for long. Up until
a few months ago, she could
hardly move her fingers so com
pletely had arthritis paralyzer'
them. With the help of Mrs. Whit_
latch she has learned to handle
the needle and can even sit on
the side of the bed. She cannot
walk to the dining-room for her'
meals, but thoroughly enjoys the
little extra strength that God has
given her.
All of them love to read. This
News reporter took them a good
supply of magazines, and a copy
of the inauguration edition of the
Sadie
Washington Post. Miss
went right to reading it, for she
about
this
to
know
all
wanted
new President. She's weathered
dozens of changes in that high
executive office, you know.
Guests at the home are wards
of the State of Tennessee. Their
room and board ranges from *50
per month to $100 according tc,
their incapacities. Mrs. Whitlatch
has her problems with the various eccentricites of old age and
once had a "guest" who was re-

WEDNESDAY APRIL

urpeevs

Bring The Whole Family For a
day of real Entertainment! ••••••

PROGRAM
10:00 A. M --- 10:30 A. M. HILLBILLY BAND ON LAKE STREET BAND STAND
10:30 A. M. --- 11:00 A. M. TRICK HORSE EXHIBITION ON LAKE STREET.
11:30 A. M. --- 12:30 P. M. RADIO BROADCAST FROM YMBC ROOM
Public Welcome

2:00 P. M. SPECTACULAR STREET PARKE
WITH TROOPS, 7 BANDS, 50 FLOATS!
8:00 --- 11:00 P. M. BIG STREET DANCE ON LAKE STREET.

Seeds Grow

For Finest Flowers
and Vegetables,
Come in Now
to Select from
Our Large
Assortment
of Famous
Burpee's Seeds
Corns Early, Whip
Your Favorite Varieties
Are HMV

FULTON
HARNEY
E. State Line

Phone 483

Sponsored by Glendale White Post 5421, V. F. W., Fulton

Anytime You're in Fulton Drop in and See Us!
442
Lake
Street

LiQuORS

Fulton,
Kentucky

The Worian's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, E, tor,

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

PHONE 926

Miss Moore, Mr. Mahan Jonored At Dinner
Monday Night; KU Employees Are Hosts
Miss Mai tha Moore, and her of Spring floweri, with blue and
fiance Mr. Tommy Mahan were ' white tapers burriipg in' crystal
guests at a lovely dinner given holders flanking the decorations.
Monday night in their honor by
The honoree was stunningly
the employees of Kentucky Utili- attired in a green tweed suit. She
ties of Fulton. The dinner was wore a corsage of white roses
another in a series of many that and carnations a gift of the hosts.
Mr. Rube McKnight on behalf
have been given honoring the
popular couple whose wedding of the employees, presented Miss
will be solemnized on April 30 Mcore a place setting of her silver.
at the Methodist church.
Those attending besides the
Held at the new Derby Cafe,
a delectable three-course dinner honorees were Mrs.. Hoyt Moore,
was served at a long u-shaped Mr. and Mrs. Rube McKnight,
table, which was attractively Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Yates of
decorated with an arrangement Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford

tifiAt
\i
\ The Brightest Blossoms
ou,
ea4te4 qadition

(b)

(a) Above: Piquet eyeletlittle
trim bonnet for
$1.98
tots
(b) All-wool felt
$1.98 and $2.98
(c)

(c) Easter straw
$1.98 and $2.98
(d) B_oy's Gabardine Cap
98c to $1.98

THE riUDGET SHOP
201 Lai-- St.

TOPPERS
The

season's

new

pastels,

plaids in flannel. REGULAR
$18.50 values marked down to

14.95
GABARDINES AND
COVERTS, Reg.
$24.95, reduced to

18.95
LADIES' SPRING

SUITS
Gabardine and Covert in
Navy, Grey, Green, Brown,
Red; Very Snecial At:

19.95

L. KASNOW
448 Lake Street

•
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''l like a man who's the rich typel"
Shields, Mr. and Airs. Ben EvAfs, Mr. and Airs. Royce Dyer,
Air, and Airs. Robert Burrows,
Mr. and Mrs. Orvill Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Hinkle, Mr. and
Mrs. Hays Bryan, Mrs. Eileen
McKinnon, Mrs. Wallace Shankle, Miss Maggie Vowell and
Dick Cummings.
TUESDAY- AFTERNOON
BRIDGE CLUB 31EETS
WITH MRS. BRADFORD
Mrs. L. O. Bradford entertained the Tuesday afternoon bridge
Tthird
club at her home en
street.
several
progressions,
After
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge received
high- score prize.
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served light refreshments.
Airs. B. B. Henderson and Mrs.
Lela Stubblefield were guests to
the club.
Members playing were Mesdames Baldridge, Clanton Meacham, R. C. Pickering, Vestes
Freeman, Ben Evans and L. O.
Carter.

Your College." It was a yes:, interesting and enlightening talk.
A musical program 14:33 given
by Joseph.Gloz. Fine Arts Department of Niurray StaSe
Following the morning sessim
a luncheon was given and follov:ing the afternoon session an informal tea was given by :he faculty and staff of Murray State
College.
Those attending from Fulton
were Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr.,
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. Fred Gibson,
Airs. Clint Reeds, Mrs. Ei nest
Fall, Jr., Nirs. Aaron Butts, Mrs.
Milton
Yeweit Harrison, Mrs.
Calliham, Mrs. Leo Greengsass,
Mrs. H. B. Butler, and Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Holland.
FREDA TUCKER
WEDS BILLIE
REID TUESDAY
Miss Freda Tucker, daughter
of Mrs. Flora Tucker of Fultoa
became the bride of Billie Earl
Reid of Fulton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Reid of Union City, Tenn., Tuesday, March 22 at
Corinth, Miss., with Dr. W. T.
Young officiating.
The bride wore a blue crepe
dress with black accessories and
a corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Alonzo Gilley
Mr. and
were. the only attendants.
Mrs. Reid attended South Fulton High School.
Mr. Reid attended high school
at Union City. He is the owner
of Cne Jiffy Cab Service in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Reid are at home
to their friends at 400 Carr
street.

P.-T.A. CONFERENCE
HELD AT MURRAY
STATE COLLEGE
The P.-T.A. District Conference was held in the Little Chapel at Murray State College, Mt:ries,
' KY., Tuesday.
Over 300 registered which was
the largest attencIance at any of
the past conferences.
Morray,
Collus Johnson of
Area
Education
Coordinator,
gave the welcome address followed by the response given py Mrs.
J. H. Patter,son Jr., of Fultoa,
First District Magazine tshais- I
man.
1
W. B. Moser, principal of Mur- LUNCHEON GIVEN
ray high school presented the IN HONOR OF OUT
guest speaker. Dr. Ralph H. I OF TOWN GUESTS
Weods who spbke on "You and
Mrs. Bob White was hostess to
a delightful luncheon Saturday
at her home on the Mayfield
Highway complimenting Mrs.
Ben Berger of Oklahoma City,
Okla., Mrs. Hugh Ratcliff, Mrs.
Russell Gillette, Mrs. Rollie
Clark and Airs. Louis Williams
of Venita, Okla., and a few other guests and members of her
bridge club.
The lotely home was attractively decorated throughout with
arrangements of Spring flowers.
The dining room table was
centered with an arrangement of
colorful Spring flowers. Covers
for tv,elve v-ere placed in the living room where a delectable two
course luncheon was served.
Following the luncheon games
of contract were enjoyed.
Mrs. Byron Stagg was high
scorer.for the afternoon and MI'S.
Leon Browder was low. The
guests were given gifts by the
hostess.
Other guests attending were
Mrs. Blagg, Mrs. Browder, Mrs.
Louis Weaks, Mrs. George Doyle.
Mrs. J. H. Maddox, Mrs. Parks
Weaks, and Mrs. Frank Beadles.
WELCH-BUSHART
NUPTIAL PLANS
ARE ANNOUNCED
Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Welch of
Memphis have announced the
engagement of their daughter,
Lois Jeanette Welch to Dr. James
H. Bushart of Fulton and Mem(an Colleges and Universities."
hart of Hornbeak, Tenn., and
the late Charles Edward Bushart
of Fulton.
graduated
Miss Welch was
from Central High School and
attended St. John's Lutheran
College in Winfield. Kansas. She
is now a senior of Memphis State
College where she is retiring
president of Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority. She was crowned
Football
Beauty Queen and
Queen and was elected to "Who's
Who Among Students In American College and Universities."
As "Miss Memphis" last summer she .was one of the finalists
in the Miss America Pageant in
Atlantic City winning a $1,000
scholarship. She is also a member of the Beethoven Club add

members the first meeting. They
will roeet at Mrs. Paul DeMyer's recreation room the next
time to work on trays.
----1Fulton County Advisory Coun- Airs. Robert Brasfield; 9-H Club,
cil met in the Homemakers Club Mrs. Harvey Bondurant; Farm Ilnirersity Is Openf'd
Adams:
Room in Hickman, March 24, at 3tireau, Mrs. Charles
To Negro
.Gro:lualcs
.
10'00 a. m. The program follovss: mrs. Guy Barnett. Recreation,
Fialeral Judge H. Chu
•
.sth Ford
Call to order, Mrs. 'Roy D. Airs. Wilson Hepler.
Federation Chairmen: Citizen- V,'. doesclay eponed UP the duo's
Taylor; roll call,' Mrs. Clyde
Thompson;
Robert
Linder; minutes of last meeting, ship, airs.
of the University of Kdntuelty
treasurer's report and bills pre- Reading, Mrs. Percy Veach; Mem- Clraduate School to Negro stuBrown;1
Smith
bership, Airs.
sented.
(lents.
Reports were given by the fol- Publicity, Mrs. H. G. Butler., Ile ruled that negroes were enAssociated
Chairman
VOA to entrance on the same
lowing project leaders:
Home County
.
l';1:- iS as white students until the
Furnishings, Mrs. Harvey Bon- Women, Mrs. John Wikon. O
Id ssse provides a graduate school
durant; clothing, Mrs. Robert Business:• Program LI iscus.sion.
Bee Brasfield; landscape, Mrs. Miss Leone Gillett. New Business f ir ncgroes "substantially equal"
Herinan Robetts; crafts, Mrs. Report on State Federation Bus- to that at the university.
Curtis Hancock; home manage- iness, National Home DempnThe pecision was handed down
ment, Airs. Herman Sams; Food, stration Week, Recreation Work- in a suit filed by Lyman johnAirs. Billie McGehee; Child Train- shop, and District Federation t son, Louisville negro
school
'•
ing, Mrs. John Watts, Housing, meeting.
teacher who was refused admisOnly two clubs were not rep- sion to the urittrersity's graduate
- -----.
reports school to stuck)! for a degree of
Outstanding
has sung with the Memphis Open resented.
i4sophy.
were recorded by leaders—Mrs. D„et,,,. of phil
Air Theatre for two seasons.
trays
230
ordered
has
McLeod
Dr. Bushart was graduated
April.
from the University of Tennes- which will be made in
twenty Ottis Albritton Is
see College of Medicine where he Members have gotten
club :,'cw Vice-President
WaS president of Alpha Kappa dozen stools. Montgomery
The i
7.Iedical. Fraternity. During the has stenciled 12 mailboxes."
Mr.. The eleaion of Ottis O. Alwar he was a major in the Army landscape report showed that
siedpeanrtt„Trepnutrs-.
,4red
nasnd vsitece
used chhraiCtie
Ale,slical Corps in the European Elliott's lessons have been
was
Theatre. He is now serving a res.- to besutify homes. A call,
tor Europ6; 357 ' al tl, • Illineis Central Railroad,
idettcY irt.-SUrgerY at. the John made for seeds
books basal been read; 25 new .a ;:eatise April I, was announced
Ceiston Hospital.
,..,lay by Wayne A. Johnston,
The wedding will be in June magazines subscribed for.
The Fultdit Club, which was ' president.
at the Trinity Lutheran Church.
I He has been director of purDr. Bushart is the grandson of organized Niarch 23, has ordered
chsses and stores since he sucMrs. J. L. Hornbeak of Fulton 3 stools and 11 trays to date.
Airs. Hepler gave recommen- . ceeded Vise-President Albert C.
and was reared in Fulton.
dations from the State Meeting , Mann, who died in February.
that all leaders get reports in by
3IRS. J. H. 31ADDOX
July.
ENTERTAINS WITH
The group voted to give as
LUNCHEON FRIDAY
Mrs. J. H. Maddox entertained much as $15 on expenses for a
with a lovely luncheon Friday representative to Berea Recreacomplimenting Mrs. Ben Berger tional Training School second
of Oklahoma City, Okla., Mrs. week of hiays
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Announcement was made of
Hugh Ratcliff, Mrs. Russell Gillette, Mrs. Rollie Clark and Mrs. District Nieeting for HomemakLouis Williams all of Venita, ers at Barlow, April 30 at the
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Okla., houseguests of Mrs. Louis high school, where registration % IRGINIA GREY
Fanny
begins at 9:00. Miss
Weaks.
PHILIP REED
Following the luncheon bridge Brooks will be the speaker.
RICHARD DENNING
Miss Gillett discussed the long
was enjoyed during the afterIn
time program.
noon.
With rapidity and accuracy
Other guests were Mesdames
Weaks, T. K. Russell, Clarence Miss Gillett covered the whole
Reed and Miss Mayme Bennett. possibility for a new program.
plus
A committee was named to
work out the exhibits for Ful- 31uslcal—Grandfathers Folliee
31ISSIONARY
ton, Cayce and Hickman in May: Cartion—alissisalppi Hare
SOCIETY TO
Nirs. T. H. Streeter, Miss Alice Short-3Ir. Groundling Takes
31EET 310NDAY
The Missionary Society of the Sowell, and Mrs. E. E. Mount.
Par.
A Master Homemaker from
First Christian Church will meet
state
in
elected
be
to
is
club
each
Monday afternoon at 2:30 at
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
the home of Mrs. Perry L. Stone competion for this honor.
Each lady took her own lunch!
with Mrs. Jake Huddleston as
McLeod provided ,
Mrs.
and
Clark GABLE
co-hostess.
Mrs. Poynter DeMyer will be drinks.
Walter PIDGEON
.
Everyone was gratified at the
program chairman. All Members
Van JOHNSON
are asked to answer roll call returns of a new 4-H club and
DONLEVY
Brian
il
with a news item from World also a new homemaker club in
,
,•
Fulton. The latter had 16 new
Call.
ISO

Fulton County Homemakers Adrisory Council
Meets In Hickman To Plan Coming Tears Work

1

,

IFuaoN

UNKNOWN ISLAND

A

NOW ... In

Time For The Easter Parade

Mg"
.,a, JOHN HODLItit
CAI
Eox News
Cartoon, The Lost Dream and

BRAND NEW ... DOTTY COATS

WEDNEsDAY - TI- URSDAY

Long or Short... It's Yours for the Asking

RONALD REAGAN
JACK CARSON
EDWARD ARNOLD
PATRICIA NEAL

c

JOHN LOVES MARI
plus
TIIIS IS ANIERICA NO. 3 •

Friday, Api

CLASSINE
BUY—SELL—HD
with an economii
ad in this columi
week throughout
trade area. No 0
reaches so many I
irst Insertion
(minimum,
Each Succeeding 1
per word.
We will be glad
prepare your ad a
or mail it in witt
All classified ads
advance.

AUTO GLASS inst
Paint and Gla5
Church.
FLOOR SANDING
sealing, .waxing.
prices. Work gum
estimates. LACN
515 E. Gibbs Stris
Tenn. Phone 175RUSSELL E.
Land Sum
Civil Engin(
417 Eddings St.
NICE KOREAN J
sale. Gussie Bro
4502, Fulton.

FOR SALE: SanitL
good condition. '
able. Phone 850.

NOTIC
The committee o
Cemetery will mee'
Butts Store in Full
day, April 9 at 2:
ceive bids on mov
keep of the cemet
Those interested ar(
present and submit
Mrs. Curt Mu
nt

Political An

The New s is autt.
nounce the candida,
lowing, subject to
the Democratic Pr
held on Saturday, A

For County

Homer Ro

For She

Leland J(

For County Cc

Rob.(Hammer)
Mrs. Kathryn

Hazel Bra

...For Magi*
District A

Clyde Coi
P'or C'ounty
James H. A

A MO'

Check
Troub

Berlin Pouder Keg: Fox News

gR_pHEu.m
EVERY COAT
BRAND NEW!

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
TI31 liOLT
NOLAN BERRY
in

INDIAN AGENT

NEW SPRING COLORS
GRAY
SKIPPER

Comedy and Serial

NAVY

SUNDAY - MONDAY

RED

WILLIA31 HOLDEN
CLAIRE TREV()R
GLEN FORD

TEXAS

All Wool Suedes

Also Comedy

All Wool Gabardines

'SUN" MOT
a SCIENTI1
out of tunin
machine will

TUE. - WED. - THURS.
Double Feature

Values

WENDELL CORLEY
JOANNE PAGE
in

MAN EATER OF
KUMOAN
plus
tit orr BRADY
ANABEL SHAW

IF IT'S NEW—DOTTY,.1‘4*

s ring check
1 carbon ..
nition. Mak(
"patient" at

in

All Wool Corerts

to
$59.98

Check troubl

King Motor

_

IN THIS CORNER

We are equipped
haul. We can als.
from the factor
MECHANICS ar

WE HAVE
USED C.

KING I

Sales—CHA

111 Carr Stree

Friday, Aptil 1, 1949

CLASSIFIED ADS
BUY—SELL—HIRE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughou1 the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion
21 per word
(minimum, 25c)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
/
2e
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210
Church.
FLOOR SANDING, refinishing,
sealing, _waxing.
Reasonable
prices. Work guaranteed, free
estimates. LACY
RHODES,
515 E. Gibbs Street Union City,
Tenn. Phone 175-M.

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
AUSTIN SPRINGSMrs. Carey Frields, Cor.
Mrs. Gus McClain and baby,
Faye Ann, have returned liorne
from the Bushart Clinic and are
doing nicely.
Gaither Mathis lost his car by
fire Saturday night un Austin
Springs Bumpass Store road. The
lire orginated from some defeclice gas line.
Rev. Jack McClain filled his
appointment at
New Salem
church the past Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields are
redecorating their residence. The
task will be finished this week.
A new vegetable garden fence
has been done, along with other
necessary repairs.
Mrs. Sam Mathis is reported
some better after a siege of sore
throat, that kept her indisposed
the past week
Mrs. Roy Vincent was hostess
to a miscellaneous shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Artell Vincent at her
attractive home near here the
past Friday afternoon. The newly weds received many nice gifts
which were opened by the young.
couple.- Delicious refreshments
were servvd by the hostess and
her assistants.
Lon Byars has just recently inMailed a new garden and he assited by Mrs. :Byars, have out
all early spring vegetables.
Lee Peery .has purchased a
brand new Philco refrigerator.
Also Ed Frields -installed a Frigidaire. Most all homes in 'this
area are now furnished with
latest electrical' equipmlint.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and George Ed of Dresden, Tenn.
visited in this area Sunday and
were dinner guests of parents.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Cunningham
in Dukedom.
Carey Frields has returned to
work after -being indisposed the
past week from injuries to his
limb following by an allergy to
tetanus shots.

South Fulton Students Win Honors

Page b

William Robert Hastings
Services Held Yesterday
Services were held at 3 Thursday afternoon, at the McConnell,
Tenn., Church of Christ, for William Robert Hastings, who suffered a stroke at his home east
of McConnell Monday about 11
p.m. and died at 5:15 Tuesday
morning.
Burial was in
the
Walnut
Grove cemetery. He was 68.
Besides his wife, he leaves a
son, James Robert Hastings of
Detroit; four brothers, Sam and
Lon Hastings of McConnell, Oce
and Smith Hastings of Fulton;
two sisters, Mrs. Pearl Damron
and Mrs. W. E. Black, both of
Fulton; four grandchildren and
two great grandchildren.

Ra4e4ti
Smart Step-F> For

ea4let Paliadva

platforms

Richard DeVania Gets
Full Colonel Promotion
;OAN ROACH

CURTIS CATES

Full coldnels eagles have been
recently pinned on the shoulders
of Lt. Col. Richard W. DeVenia,
commanding officer of the 61st
Troop Carrier Group stationed at
the Rhein Main_ Air Force Base,
by Colonel Wray, commanding
officer of the 7497th Air Lift
Wing, at the latter's office.
Under De Vania's coMmand
the 61st Troop Carrier Group is
now the leading airlift-organization, having achieved the highest
operational results within the entire ccmbined airlift Task Force
continuously for the past three
consecutive months.

Honor graduates of the 1949 and was chosen on the county
graduating class of South Fulton I and district Al/-Star teams this
High School are Curtis Cates, son ' year.
of Mr. Lnd Mrs. Paul Cates of
She ,was chosen by a faculty
South Fulton, valedictorian, and committee to be includcxl in the
RUSSELL E. TRAVI3
Joann Roach, daughter of Mr• National High Schaol Register.
Land Surveying
and Mils. .4. E. Roach of Fulton She was assistant editor of tbe
Civil Engineering.
Route
salutatorian.
yearbook, circulation manager of
417 Eddings St.
Phone 437
Both honor students were out- the school paper, monitor on the
standing members of the South 'school bus, and a member of the
NICE KOREAN JAP seed for
Fulton Lasketba41 teams and have Student Council for one year.
sale. Gussie Browder, Phone
been leaders of school activities
She was selected by the stu4502, Fulton.
throughout their school years.
dent body and faculty to receive
Bern in Cottage Grove in Hen- the D.A.R. Good Citizenship aFOR SALE: Sanitary Toilet in
ry county on April 2, 1931, Cates ward this spring.
good condition. Very reasonlived in Hardin and Brewers, Ky.
able. Phone 850.
Fulton Church To Be
beiure moving to Fulton in 1935.
O. C. HENRY
Iie ha3 attended South Fulton
NOTICE
Services were held at the resi- Hosts TL Church Meet
for the entire I2-year school dence Saturday for O. C. Henry,
The committee of Mt. Moriah
Elder Lloyd C. Strickland,
term. •
Cemetery will meet at the A. C.
owner of a' clothing store which minister of the Seventh-Day AdButts Store in Fulton on SaturHe served as president of his burned in Hickman Friday night ventist church has received word
day, April 9 at 2: o'clerck to reclass in both his junior and sen- and who died at his home there from Bro. J. Wesley RichardSon,
ceive bids on mowing and upicr years. He has been a member after an illness of seven years. president of the West Kentucky,
keep of the cemetery for 1949.
of the Student Council for the Burial was in city cemetery. He West Tenn. Sabbath School
Those interested are invited to be
past two years serving as presi- was 69.
Ass'n., that the Fulton Church
present and submit bid.
dent this year and vice-president
Mr. Henry served four years' will be the host to their next
Treasurer.
Mrs. Curt Mu
last year.
as sheriff of Fulton county; four meeting which will be held cin
—
Cates is sports editor for the years as deputy sheriff; eight April 2.
MRS. CORA REDMON
Political Annricements Services were held Tuesday SCarlet Flash, school newspaper years as County Court Clerk, and All the ministers, sabbath
The News is authorized to an- afterncon at the Cuba Baptist and is co-editor of the annual, six years as Circuit Court Clerk. school officers and teachers from
He was an elder at the First all the Seventh-day Adventist
nounce the candidacy of the fol- Church for Mrs. Cora Redmon, The Scarlet Streak. He was aslowing, subject to the action of who died Sunday at the home of sistant sports editor of the school Christian Church.
Churches in the association will
Routen,
paper
Mr. Henry leaves his wife, Mrs. be present.
Mrs.
T.
R.
last
year.
the Democratic Primary ts be her &lighter,
He
Jo
her
home.
has
Wiley
she
made
served
Henry;
a
as president of
son, Don
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949: with whom
Elder Strickland stated that a
Burial was in Bowden Cemetery. the Fulton Youth Center. "The Henry, of Hickman; two broth- sound film from the Ainerican
For County Judge
Hangout," since its organization ers J.B. and Pat Henry, both of Bible Society "The Nativity"
She was 79.
Homer Roberts
Mrs. Rednion was the daughter last summer. He was a member Hickman; and four- sisters, Mrs. will be shown at the Woman's
of Alex and Winnie Jones Wright. of the school band and received A. J. Wiley and Miss Willie Hen- Club building Saturday night
For Sheriff
She was a bfelong member of the a letter for four years until the ry, both of Hickman, Mrs. A. R. April 2, 8:00 p. m.
Leland Jewell
Cuba Baptist Church. She also discontinuation of the band two Rose of Portageville, Mo., and
Mrs. John Bryars of Clinton.
five other daughters, Mrs. years ago.
Mrs. Vincent Splane and little
For County Court Clerk leaves
Cates lettered in basketball for
Dewey Felts and Mrs. Marvin
son of Memphis have returned
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston Osborne, both of Farmington, two years and was elected as J. J. Huggins of 117 Jackson home after a visit to her parKy., Mrs. Percy Work of May- team captain this year. He re- street is visiting friends in the ents, Mr. and Mrs. Trevor
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly Leld,
Mrs. Claud Waggoner of ceived the Lthletics and scholar- country this week.
Whayne on Third street.
Hazel Bradley
Hickory. Ky., and Mrs. Rollie ship award of the National Athof St. Louis; three sons, letic Scholarship society last
For Magistrate . Copeland
FIRST TIME IN FTJLTON COUNTY
' '
ICIfah Reftmon of 'Wingo, 'Berlin
District No. 2
Was Roach has spent her entire
and R. B. Redmon, both of LynnNot to be cla,,sed as a Gypsy
ville; a brother, Bowlin Wright life in Obion county and was
Clyde Corum
Palmist
and Psychic Medium
Dresden, Tenn., and a sister born here on July 31, 1931. She
For tounty Attorney of
50c Special Reading for a limited time only
Mrs. Bettie Caldwell of Akron. has attended South Fulton school
GIFTED READER
for 12 years.
James H. Amberg
Oh io.
Miss Roach has served as secTELLS YOU ALL ABOUT YOUR
TROUBLES--and how to overcome them.
retary of her class _in both her
See This Wonderful Medium, Seek Her Adjunior and senior years. She has
been a member of the Future
vice and Start Aright.—Colored Welcome.
Homemakers of America for two
Located in a Pullman Trailer at Star Cafe &
years. She lettered in basketball
Trailer Park; Junction 51, 45-E, 45-W and
for two years, was captain of the
116, Fulton, Ky.
Devilettes in her senior year,

bring you UP to the
minute in style!
Right:
Black Patent or
Green, Red Kid

$7.95
Lower:
Black Calf

$6.95
These gay, new thr.1 by
Trim Tred put you on a ityls
pedestal! Our new collection
of prize platforms has )ust
arrived! See them!

settittg a new high in
styk and quality...but not
in price! Only'

Above:
Brown and White
Spectator

$9.95

A MOTOR TUNE-UP
Checks Trouble before
Trouble CHECKS You!

Above:
Black Patent

SPECIAL SALE

$8.95
Right:
Blue ('alf

$7.95

PLATFORM ROCKERS
Good-looking, hard-wearing tapestry seat and
- hack in your choice of red or blue; spring-filled
seatuolighed wood arms. Regular $19.95 values far only
Check trouble before trouble checks you! See
King Motor Co. M. D. (motor doctor) for a
spring check-up! King Motor Co. will remove
ail carbon .... adjust spark plugs ... check ignition. Make .an appointment and bring the
"patient" at your convenience.

wedgies

they'll steal your heart when you see them!
You'll feel smart as they look when you.
wear them' You've never felt such'
solid walk-loving contfortl

1495

in a pair of shoes. Prettypenny priced. too!

PULL-UP CHAIRS

'SUN" MOTOR TESTING EQUIPMENT for
a SCIENTIFIC analysis, takes the guesswork
out of tuning a motor. Our wheel balancing
machine will save tire wear and cupping.

Left:
Black Calf

Sturdy, walnut-finish arms and legs; tapestry-upholstered seats and backs; your choice
of red or blue; Regular $12.95 values for only

We are equipped to do any job up to a complete rooter overhaul. We can also replace your present motor with a ne, v one
from the factory. OUR EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLE
MECHANICS are your guarantee of satisfaction.

$8.95
Below:
White, Green Calf

9.50

$6.95

WE HAVE A FEW CLEAN RECONDITIONED
USED CARS. SEE THE5I BEFORE YOU BUN!

THE ABOVE CHAIRS MAY BE BOUGHT AS A MATCHED SET. Tapestry covering is identical in both colors. Match 'em or mix 'em!

KING MOTOR COMPANY

McDade Furniture Co.

Sales—CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH—Service
Fulton, Ry.
Phone 1267
in Carr Street

wicked

212 Church St.

a'

Fulton

Phone 905

ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

Plitt
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Handle
e We Only

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183
FULT1
0
°9
N

DRAIN— means to make
hausing demands upon.

ex-

also means a pipe
DRAIN
or trench for draining.
For good plumbing without a _
"drain" on your pocket-book,
call P. T. JONES AND SON,
your ONE-TRIP plumber.

. and we also handle New Fixtures

W e Sell Fixtures
We Install Them
We Service Them

P. T. JONES & SON
PLUMBING — HEATING — COAL
EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 702

EXPERT, PROFESSIONAL LAUNDERING
For better washing and ironing send your linens here. We laundrY them with professional
skill, using only safe, Modern methods. The result is sweet-smelling and healthfully clean
linens. Call 14, today.

PARISIAN
• OF 1.0

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

SORRY SIR! MY
CONSCIENCE
HURTS

TEEN-AGE TATLER
NNV—A,
CIO

Friday, April 1, 1949
It Pays To Advertise In. The News!

PALESTINE
5Irs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.

OLD

(Left Over From Last Week)
by the

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Diggs of
Paris, Tenn., were
weekend
-Walkie-Tallde" guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
I Pewitt Sunday afternoon. All
I visited in the homes of MesR. F. H. is going steady with
dames Hayden Donoho, Gus DonT. G. with love in the air.
oho, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
N. S. and W. M. are madly in
Brown.
love. .
M. A. B. and B. W. are dating
Eugene Bard
returned
to
steadily.
Bowling Green Sunday afternoon
B. L. O. has told some boy that after spending the weekend with
I know of a big patch of lies a- , home folks.
bout herself making him think
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
that she is a big shot. What about
and family of Paducah spent the
it B. O.?
J. W. and H. J.- will have their weekend with his parents, Mr.
little romance broken up when and Mrs. John Thompson and
school is out for he will move it Mrs. Ida Pegram, Sunday afteris said. I have heard that part- noon visitors were Mr. and Mrs.
ing makes the heart grow fonder. Gus Browder and Mrs. Leslie
L. M. and C. R. are a steady Nugent.
date.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wade and
A. M.is.going with D. C., will it family and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene
last for long?
Hoodenpyle and daughter visited
B. J. G. and B. B. have found Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Conner in Shef.
the lovers seat. A. C. has her field, Ala.,
over the weekend.
eyes on a young man in•Murray.
Does anyone know' who it is,
George Browder of Dayton, O.,
could it be F. M.? •
stopped over on the way to
Have S. H. and J. H. made up? Springfield, O.. and visited his
Has J. H. ever made up- her parents, 51r. and Mrs. Rupert
mind about J. L. H. and B. S.? Browder: and Richard over the
B. R. C. is dating in S.F.H.S. weeli-ena.

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hannephin,
304 Norman street, are a dollar
richer this week, thanks to the
„troubled conscience of a longforgotten former tenant of theirs.
The .remarkable account of a
corissitnce that bothered its
°VAR over a span of forty-two
years was brought to light this
week when Mr. and Mrs. Hannephin received from far-away
California a neatly-folded dollar bill enclosed in a note of
apology for a hitherto unknown
act.
It seems that back in years
gone by the Hannephins lived at
403 Norman street, in a house
then divided into several apartments.
One night, while they were away, a couple who were living in
the building entered their kitchen, helped themselves to ice
cream and other edibles, and departed. If the loss was discovered at the time, Mr. Hannephin
recalls, 'the culprits were mot.
Sometime thereafter, one of
the couples in the house moyed
from Fulton to California, and
the intervening years have dimLATHAM
med the Hannephins' memories
of them almost beyond recall.
AND BIBLE UNION
Last Tuesday, therefore, it was
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, Cor.
with considerable amazement
(Left Over From Last Week)
and awe that the Hannephins
Mrs. Verlie- Lochridge left for
opened a letter from the West
Detroit, Mich last Sunday to see
Coast in which the writer reher brother, Tom Quarles, who is
called the act, apologized, anil
seriously ill.
offered the money as restitution.
Tom Palmer is a patient in the
It happened in 1907 . . . and
-Fulton Hospital this week. He
that, (count 'em) was forty-two
is
suffering
from prostrate
years ago.
glands.
Dale Cummings went back to
ROUTE THREE
the hospital last Monday. He was
(Too Late For Last Week)
able to go back to school by havMrs. C. E. Willimas, Cor.
ing a brace on his leg.
We are having a siege of sore
Frank Parrish and Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Parrish, Mr. and Mrs. throats in our school this veek:
Everett Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Randall Foster, Harold Legens,
Carlie Kindred and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Owen Pflueger, Betty and
Windall Coffman visited Mr. and Baker Williams all have one.
Brother William F.Etheridge
Mrs. Robert Irvan awhile Sunwill make his annual visit back
day night.
will
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Brann and to this community and
David enjoyed a fish supped with preach at Bible Union on the 5th
Mrs. Radie Kingston Saturday Sunday in April.
Ezell James is visiting his
night.
Mrs. Addie Taylor, Mrs. Flor. mother, Mrs. Sula James and his
ance Palmer and Mrs. Sarah sister, Mrs. Opal Cloar. He has
Hibbs visited Mrs. Mag Jones been in California for some time.
Our school attended the SpellSunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of ing Contest at Dresden last FriVirgina Davidson won 2nd
day.
Memphis spent the weekend
v‘rith Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams. prize in the 8th grade and SuzMrs. Alvin Foster gave a anne Brundige won 2nd prize in
housekeeping shower in honor of I the championship contest.
Mrs. Billy Stinnett Thursday I
night and there was a large ' Another Lady Announces
crowd and rnany nice gifts. EvFor Obion County Office
eryone enjoyed the evening.
Miss Sarah Flanary, of 602 N.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams of
Mayfield visited Mrs. Bettie Wil- Second stree,t, who long has been
prominmt in the business life
liams Sunday.
J. S. I add, Mrs. C. 17 Williams of Union City, today announced
and Kara and Mr. and 71rs. Ural her candidacy for the office of
Cupples visited Mr. Lad Mrs. register of Obion county in the
Justin Nanney awhile Saturday. primary elections August 4.
This will be Miss Flanary's
Mrs. Elzo Lowry isdoing nicely since her operation. She is in first campaign for public office.
"With the business training
Jones Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Coffman and experience I have, I beattended church in Union City lieve myself well qualified for
the office of register and will
Sunday.
Mrs. Rhodie alton is on the sick greatly appreciate the support of
list this week at the home of her my friends in the race," she declared in making her announceson. Johnie Dalton.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins ment.
of Memphis spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Yates
and visited J. S. Ladd awhile
nd
rsay
Sum
*Mag Jones is still on the
sick list.

WATCH
REPAIRING

EFFICIENT
Miss Elizabeth
Ann
Roper
PROMPT and
arrived Thursday night from!
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.,
to spend Spring vacation with I
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper at their home"op West ,
Street. Miss Marjorie Rhem of I
JEWELER
St. Paul, Ind., is her guest for the •
FULTON, HY.
MAIN ST.
holidays.

R. M. KIRKLAND

DRIVE-1N CAFE

You are Cordially Invited
To Attend The

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

Beauty Revue

§UndoY ViSitOrS of
Mr.
Mrs. Avery liancork were
and Mrs. Dick McAlister
and Mrs. Ernest Hancock
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cheniae.
Mrs. Ruby Hogg spent a
days this week with her
ter, Mrs. Gussie Browder
Mr. Browder.,

HELP WANTED
MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO,, INC.
Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky,

Good Food
Good Service
Good Prices
Try Our Daily Dinner
and Luncheon Specials.

RUSHTON'S CAFE

Fast State Line at Stoplight
HUGH RUSHTON, Prop.

Have a Coke And Go
Along With Refreshment

and
Mr. !
Mr.!
and
few
sisand

Sunday afternoon visitors of !
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder !
were Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wade
and daughter, Barbata of near
Union City and Mrs. Leslie Nugent.
Little Harry Pewitt, eon of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fewitt is
ill with - measles.
Jeff -Harrison and Ann Evans !
visited Lelia May Harrison in
the Murray Hospital Sunday.
Mrs. Rupert Browder who' haibeen confined to her bed for a
week is improving.

"0
Drive
Refreshed

to choose the

1949 Army Day Queen
KE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

•

Woman's Club Bldg.
Friday, April lst.

Memory Lives
Pictuics
Fen yoerself,
for
family.
for your friends
.
. a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

s

5°'

Make an
point Today.

Gardner's Studio
?.12 Cornmercial
Phone 693

8:00 P. M.

Children 25c

WRI

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INU.
C 1949, The Coca.Colo Company

Fulton

paying
see extra
can' centsssqueeze
I 3
2tofc,Ir the I buy
just when !
bagmargarine
rrie.
Give rats
Nor I! bovvlcolors
delicious'

Nucoa...lt !
evenly
so

Experienced housewives from Maine to California
bell us:
The way to save money and time is to let one trip
to the store, one quick "howl-mix," give you two
pounds ofdelicious Nitcoa ready to serve.This way
you do the coloring half as often, and it's almost
twice as quick as "squeeze mixing" one at a time!
Of course, what you—and we—hope, is that
SOON the law will let you buy Nucoa already
eolored, and with no extra tax.

Eat High — Spend Low
Adults 40c

lime
being
lo tic(
other
less (
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men !
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propc
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than
days
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(And you can "bowl-mix" two pounds together almost as quickly as one!)

Junior Woman's Club

LIS EL 1
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One hundred and four malaria
carrying shrews were captured
in Africa and sent to the United
States for research purposes by
a Navy me_dical scienc-e- -group,

?We/ NO TRICK-PACKAGE COST TACKED ONTO NUCOA • • •
YOU PAY ONLY FOR QUALITY...

conducted by the

A fe
ed lad
unlady
day. 11
girls ;
the ht
whom
suit, n
ies of
done,

with Nutritious

NUCOA

Until then, we promise that not one penny of
trick-package cost will be added to Nucoa. Your
grocer will continue to have this top-quality margarine at a modest price, ready for you to "bowlmix" the shade of yellow you like and mold as
you please for attractive servings.
..••••••%

f
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TIDBITS OF KENTUCKY king
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Dissonance In B Flat

ture I have often wondered how
far the ideal lady must have difA few days ago an old-fashion- fered from the actuality. Take
ed lady told me how bold and Poe's bloodness heroines, for inunladylike young women are to- stance. The more I think of it,
day. If I am to believe her story, the more I believe that such
girls are now the hunters, not wisps of womanhood should have
the hunted. 11 they see a man died young and left no descendwhom they like, they give pur- ants. They were a mite too good
suit, not daintily or coyly, as lad- for this world. Now, your mother
ies of other times might have and mine were not made of such
dune, but as openly and brazenly frail stuff; they may have been
as a dog might chase a rabbit. coy and hard to catch, but they
The poor man, according to my did not curl up and die because
friend, does not have a chance, life was not all a series of airy
for, if one hunter fails to bring delights. It took eleven children
him down, another, more skilled and eighty-one years to wear my
or hunting out of season, will get mother down...She did not lack
him. Maybe it would be better any of the essential lady-like
fOr all eligible men to hide out manners that poets rave. about;
the
to save themselves from
she also had staying qualities
snare of the fowler or the bul- that could endure through long
lets of the hunter.
years what life had to offer.
Not until this remark of my There was
atoughness
a
friend had I suspected that she bout
mothers
actual
these
was growing old; now I am sure of ours that shines more brightthat the forgetfulness that comes ly than all the bloodless, hectic
with age is already attacking her. flush of consumptive heroines of
I have begun to remember back fiction. It seems strange that we,
through as many years as I can of all people, should not long
in order to find the more gallant, ago have learned to
evaluate
bold men who used to do the properly the woman who could
hunting. I know that the old- meet pioneer and other hardships
- fashioned lady was s.upposed to and still survive, not as an invawait until Prince Charming came lid, to be petted and praised by
'along and wait forever if he the younger generation, but a
failed to arrive. But, to save my person that could hold her own
life, I cannot recall any such
aepolle
u nognert0 p
dee feagd
er1i
vo
people except in stories. Maybe ainndantw•
the old-fashioned ladies waited, gize for having been born thirty
like Priiscilla in ''The Courtship N'ears too early.
of Miles Standish," until the opThis strain of elegant ladies,
portune moment. I dare say there who seem too good for this
may have been plenty of Pris- world, always remind me of poor
cillas, who spoke at the right old Elijah and his pathetic lamtime and saved themselves from ent about his being the only one
being old maids or from having who has not bowed the knee to
to accept Miles Standish or some Baal, when there were hundreds
other unwanted suitor. Regard- as brave, though not so vocal, as
less of how coy they were and he. The headlines too often would
how hard to capture, most of the have us believe that matrimony
ladies I used to know ruled their is a sorry spectacle, that the
men so perfectly that we used to well-knit home is gone. Now as
suspect them et hwing done the formerly, the woman who dediproposing. Certainly no game that cates herself to her home and
had been captured or shot and lives accordingly receives little
tucked away in the hunter's coat 'or no recognition; the overwas any mote effectively caught wrought man-hunter or the exthan these Men in the "brave tremely elegant lady make good
days of old."
who
reading for jaded people
As a lifelong teacher of litera- like to believe that the world
around them, their own world is
steadily on the way down.
OLD-FASHIONED LADIES

nt
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Roundhouse
Round-Up
By Alice Coleman
••••••••••••••••••••••+++++1H

know if the coast was clear."
The Service Club met last Friday night and had a very enjoyable evening with Mrs. Pat
Matheny and Mrs. G. A. Thomas
donating a cake and Mrs. Max
McKnight donating candy which
was sold by selling chances on it.
was
Silent church and bingo
played and enjoyed by all. It was
voted to have a barn yard party
on April 8, and that the women
wear print dresses and the men
wear overralls.

ducah is spending this week wifelb
her daughter, Mrs. Billy Gene
Dunning and Mr. Dunning,
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt i• gar
guest of her son, Paul chesreamm
and family in Little Rock, ArkMr. and Mrs. R. P. Witty wear
weekend guests of their murdissat
Mrs. Effie Witty and Mrs. B..•
Williams.
Mrs. W. A. Pinner, Mr, and
Mrs. Laurence Walton, Mr. ace
Mrs. Bill Pinner and dauglner
Nancy all of Covington, Than-.
visited Mrs. W. D. Holism-A,
Sunday.
Frank W. Cequin, Jr., of Htnn
Miss Bobby Ann Grishan has ingdon, Tenn., spent Moods.
,
returned to Stephen College in night with his father, Frank Ow
Columbia, Mo., after spending quin and his grandmother, Mrsthe weekend with her parents, J. B. Cequin.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Grisham.
cn
Little Nancy Dame is
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Perry and measles at the home of her pischildren of Jackson, Tenn., were ents, Mr. and Mrs. Norris DawsSunday guests of his mother, on Covington avenue.
Mrs. Georgie McKenzie on CenMr. and Mrs. Charlie Hollcrwaty
tral avenue.
visited relatives in Mayfield ISIL13Mrs. Myrtle Randell of Pa- day.

The weather is so pretty a
fellow doesn't want to stay in an
office or newspaper press room
these days, he want to get out
in the sunshine and wind.
Two boys were talking over
the Sunday school lesson. "Do
you believe all that business aasked.
Devil" one
bout the
"Heck no," replied the other boy,
"its like that Santa Claus stuff
its just your old man!"
General Foreman M. M. Matlock, trainmaster, E. R. McMahan, ass't. trainmaster, Homer
Ferguson, station master, Saph
Haynes, track supervisor, J. S.
Mills and water works supt. Ben
Scherdt all attended a staff
meeting at the superintendent's
office in Jackson, Tenn., Monday
afternoon.
C. B. Jones Jr., machinist, is
tack to work after being on the
ill list for several days.
W. E. Allen, water tester, is
all smiles as he leaves on his vacation.
C. M. Oliver is all smiles as he
husband
Shirley Temple, accompanied by Johnny Sands, serenades
called Slaughter too leaves for a two week vacaJohn Agar with a trombone specialty which should be
which he is going to spend
her own horn for tion
on the Slush-Pump. Shirley had to learn to blow
working in his garden.
she and
which
in
Baltimore"
in
"Adventure
Radio's
RK0
scenes in
Mrs. Paul Demming and young
Agar co-star with Robert Young.
son of Jackson, Tenn., are here
Mr.
visiting with her parents,
and Mrs. Louis Holly.
and Marlene are back in KenThere is the nurse who is so
tucky after spending the winter
Mrs. H. C. Holloway of Mem- conceited that when she takes
in Miami, Fla.
phis is the guest of her son, DavWalter Horn, Mr. and Mrs. Bill id Holloway and Mrs. Holloway. her patients pulse, she subtracts
ten beats for her personality.
Byrd and girls, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. B. O. Copeland, Mrs.
A little nonsense now and then
Alton Horn and family of May- Paul Workman,
Bettie
Mrs.
field, Jimmie Allen Lowry and Fowlkes and Mrs. George Ruck- is relished by the best of man.
C. R. Bradberry is all smiles as
Mrs. Allene Lowry visited Wed- er left Thursday for Los Annesday evening with Mr. and geles, Long Beach, San Diego he plans on visiting with relaMrs. John Yates and Mr. and and other points in California tives and friends as he leaves
on his vacation.
Mrs. Hub Wray of Detroit, Mich.,
where they will be the guests of
Eng. Carpt., L. Browder is in
who are the guests of Mr. and
relatives.
deep trouble these days trying to
Mrs. Yates.
Mrs. Tom Winsett is improv- figure out what he wants to do
Mary Veil Morris, Helen Crittendon and Sarah Stark were ing after a weeks illness of flu. I on his two weeks vacation which
afterLittle Ann Pritchard, daughter starts the 18th.
entertained Wednesday
leaving
Caller Porter Twigg
of Mr. and Mrs. George Pritchnoon by Mrs. Mary Collins.
two weeks vacation, part
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett ard of Mayfield, a patient in on his
will be spent in Chicaand Sue spent the weekend with Haws Hospital. She is the grand- of which
W. O. go.
his parents, the M. A. Pucketts. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Rhodes will work in
William Morris is painting his Lock of Fulton.
Mrs. Maxwell McDade a:-.0 caller, Porter Twigg's place while
dwelling house.
his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Yates and ' Mrs. Laurence Holland spent Fri- he is on
C. E. Hoodenpyle, clerk to car
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack 1 day in Memphis.
Mrs. Frank Beadles anti Mrs. foreman, is on the sick list. '
Olive Sunday evening.
PILOT OAK
The A.A. Club met in the home
Byron Blagg visited their sister,
Mr.
of
guests
dinner
Sunday
SI merchandise prizes worth
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow who is a of A. Morris Tuesday night at
Mr.
were,
Yates
John
Mrs.
and
thousands of dollars
Tuesday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Campbeils Clinic in 7:30 with four new members
Mr. and Mrs. Wil- patient in
jcining the club. This makes a
B. G. Lowry were Tommie W-ra- y, Bernie Yates,
Memph is.
Jimmie
Hill,
Randell
Hill,
liam
total of nine members.
Mr. and Mrs. Hub Wray, Mr. and
Yates
Harry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Lowry,
ickaf
Ambe.g
Mary
Miss
The directors of the I. C. ServMrs. John Yates and Mrs. Cora
Mrs. B. G. Lowry. man
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
sister,
her
isited
ice Club will meet in the home
Blackburn.
family Sun- of Mrs. Max McKnight Thursday
and
Bushart
Gossum
S.
H.
Mrs.
Glenn
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs. Will Collins and
parents, Mr. and day afterncon.
night at 7:30 to discuss business.
Robert Johnson spent Thursday visited with his
Gossum Sunday afHusband answering telephone:
Otha Linton has :worried from
afternoon with Mrs. Caleb Yates. Mrs. Robert
Cincinnati where he attended the `I don't know. Call the weather
Supper guests Thursday eve- ternoon.
Mrs. Ludie Casey is now em- World Affairs Institute which is bureau." Pretty young wife—
ning of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive
were, Mr. and Mrs. Hub Wray, ployed at the Henry I. Siegel sponsored by the Kentucky, In- "Who was that?" Husband—
"Some sailor, I guess. Wanted to
diana and Ohio Rotary Clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, Mr. factory in Fulton.
and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and Jimmie Allen Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry
have moved in the Hub Wray
house.
•
Mrs. Aliene Lowry and Mrs
Nell Gossum shopped in
WRITE FOR FREE ENTRY BLANK Mary
Mayfield Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Evelyn Melton, Mrs. Jean
Crittendon, Mrs. Lavonia Gossum Mrs. Jean Morris and Mrs.
Mary Nell Gossum shopped in
114 WI Me WM Dyersburg,
Tenn., Tuesday.
WM 11, 11,
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Swann

PERSONALS

•••

Ing7-4fg

•-•

Of Course! New Shoes for Easter

PERSONALS

Pollt Parrot
SHOES FOB

BOYS ANO GIRLS

Dress them up for Easter iv
the shoes that arc pre•Infar
by lively boys and girls iv
make sure that arches art
right, toes have 100111 (0 grOW,
Material.; Will last ...t he shoos
that give you re.al v2tuc
Poll-Parrots! Com, in tocl,age

Pre-7edted
TO GIVE YOU
REAL VALUE!
Brown and
White

4.95 & 5.95'

YOU CAN WINI

Patent Strap

$4.95 and $5.95

ROBERTS STORE
422 LASE ST.

FULTON

Fisherman -of-the-Month
Contest

ompany

,41%(0

oormilan

I 's the:strain that counts!
And reiminsbar--like all Swift Chicks, those special broiler chicks are:
. They have been developed from
strains which show the greatest vigor and fastest
rate of growth.

Husky

Healthy . Breeding flocks have
been carefully tested to eliminate all pullorum
reactors. All Swift Chicks are U. S. PullorumPassed or better.
•
Hardy ... They are produced from strains noted
for high livability, hatched and cared for under
hospital-clean conditions. Many flock owners have
reported that every Swift Chick they purchased
lived.
Drop in and see us for further information about these or any
other breeds of Swift's Strain-Tested Chicks. And here's one more
good reason for buying your chicks from Swift—we want to buy.
your top quality poultry.
y of
(our
marowld as

Order Your Chicks Today
from
'Ve also hare that good
Swift's FEED!

SWIFT'S
HATCHERY
411 East State Line

CITY NATIONAL BANk
Member: F.D.I.C.

Member: Federal
Reserve System

'THAT STRONG BANK'
111111111111111111=IN
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News About
Our Colored Friends
by
MATILDA ALLEN

and Bro. Loe Hale. E. W. Sasey
is principal.
"If a tssk is once begun
\lever leave it until it's done."
"Be the labor great or small
io it well or not at all,"

Surprise Party Given
Mrs. C. C. Hudson and members of the St. Paul AME church
complimented Mrs. O. W. Galloway with a surprise going away
party Friday afternoon at the
church parsonage on College
street. Mrs. Galloway has been
living in Fulton for the past five
years. She is moving to Detroit,
Mich., to make her home.

P

ages

••

kLGE7ABD
GOLD

lill1111
PIZARRO.
/
5- SF'ANISH
CONQUERORS'OF F'ERU
WERE THE FIRST EUROPEANS'TO TASTE THE
-'
- SWEET AND WO-1/TE
,POTATO. THEY TOOK
'•
BOTH TO SPAIN.

"The Condition of
Our Community"
The time has passed when one
may sit idly by and listen to the
beat of the cymbol without giving aid to our bridge of life. We
are all well aware of the con\1°
110
ditions of our institution but
have we done our share? Are we
NEW ZEALAND ABORone full of criticism or one full
/G/NES; WORLD:c
of helpfulness? Are your efLAZIEST COOKS; BURN
MEADOWS, THEN EAT •
Delicious refreshments were forts destructive? Do you take
THE COOKED SNAKES
served- to Mesdames Wrennie part in idle chatter and gossip?
,4ND LIZARDS FROM
Dennis, Hattie Mitchell, Callie Are you a talebearer? These are
THE ASHES.
Hall of Detroit, Mich., Sue Har- questions for consideration. Then
nifif
ris, J. T. Gaines, Cassie Cham- what can I do? What is my part?
Mine
is one of loyality, truthbers, Lula Rucker, Cecil Maddox,
44
'
7.
fulness
and continual trying, takFrankie Grant, J. E. Allen, Etta
THE BLOND,POWERJackson, Carry Bagsby, Allie Ma- ing part in the constructive eflFUL VIKINGS'US'ED
jo, H. B. Vanderford, A. J. Tuck- fort of our school to help build a
BOTH BEER AND
er, Raddie Spinley, Mildred Pat- better way of life for children.
, COD LIVER 0/L.
terson, C. C. Hudson, Avie Mor- To make human progress and es7-4-1EY CALLED BEER
ris, Rev. C. C. Hudson, Rev. Fred tablish better understanding in
THE BEVERAGE OF
our community. This is to you,
Lawrence and the honoree.
VALHALLA, THEIR
Mrs. Galloway received many and you citizen of today, of tomorrow. Let us all stop and take
fa'
HEAYEN.
nice gifts.
inventory of ourselves. What is
your purpose anyway? My purFourth Lenten Tea Given
THE /9L4 CENTURY
Mrs. H. O. Vick, hostess, and pose is to build and strengthen a
ENGLISH GOURMET
Mrs. Gip Cavitt and Lucy Branch better way of life. No one way is
WOULD NOT SPOIL
co-hostesses, delightfully enter- best. Therefore vve all must be
DINNER BY WAITING.
tained their friends with the broad and open minded pot given
HE LOCKED HIS-DOOR
fourth Lenten Tea Sunday after- to common gossip or destruc.4GA/NST LATE GUESTS:
noon at the home of Mrs. -Vick tive force.
We must all be helpful and acon Roach street.
tive in our community and school
The tea table was oeautiful
affairs. We must be pleasant and
with a handsome lace table
Copy/7441'/949 J.VC/arkar
understanding and not spread
cloth which was a gift to Mrs.
darkness
but
bring light that
Vick from her grandmother. The
man and woman may see our should not get the impression ert Moses, park
center of the table held a large
commissioner of
good
work
and
stop and think of that civic organizations are go- Greater
crystal bowl of yellow jonquils
New York. "Pick out
the
ing
value
to
push
a
a
of
good
character.
dozen projects all
with matching candle holders
Who shall repair it if injured? at the same time. One objective one or two realizable objectives
and blue candles.
Who can refund it if lost? How at a time is more likely than at a time," he said, "and keep
Large bouquets of peach blos- many have we helped to destroy three or four, because trying to hammering away until you get
soms and other early spring flow- and misbuild? Without it beauty satisfy all civic groups at the them."
same time would get nothing finers added much charm to the has no charm.
ished.
front porch and living room.
The Navy's giant Constitution
Mrs. Cavitt poured tea and
I'll never forget a bit of good can fly from New
York to the
Miss Doris Vick presided at the
advice in a letter I got from Rob- Panama Canal
in only 8 hours.
register. Approximately 56 people registered.
•;•
The fifth Lenten Tea will he
at the home of Miss Mary V.
Maddox on South Taylor street
Sunday afternoon, April 3.

i

%

Rev. C. C. Hudson and choir of
the St. Paul AME church rendered services at the Free Will
Baptist church Friday night.
The Spiritural Let singers of
Paris, Tenn., rendered a musical program at the Antioch Baptist church Sunday afternoon and
night. A large crowd attended
lboth programs. This program wils
sponsored by Mrs. Lizzie Patten.

In Sue Bennett Junior College
at London there is an unusual
organization. It is the Future
Teachers of America. And what's
still more interesting is that practically all the students in the
group intend to teach in Kentucky. They are all making a
specal study of economic and
social conditions in the state so
that they may be better prepared
tars. Wrennie Dennis, Mrs. Hat- for their future work.
tie Mitchell, Mrs. Callie Hall and
Mrs. O. W. Galloway have reIn a letter to this column Dr.
turned to their homes in Detroit. Bruce Underwood,
state health
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Gaines commissioner, says that
with the
were the dinner guests of Lillian ever-increasing interest
in pubHensley Sunday afternoon.
lic health and
the expanding
Mesdames A. J. Tucker, Hugh health program in
Kentucky,
Jackson, Gus Boldness, John there are many opportunit
ies for
Austin, Lena Maddox, Azzie Lee young men and women
in this
Hopps, H. O. Vick, M. Patterson, field than ever before. The
serIma Osbone, Misses Emma G. ious shortage includes
preventTucker, Lou Wonder Holdness, ive medicine, public health
nursElla Ruth Maddox, Mary V. Mad- ing, chemical laboratory work,
dox and Ellen Mae Hart, attend- sanitary inspection,
industrial
ed the recital given by Miss Lois hygiene.
Jean Hindman Friday night at' "Young people interested
in
the Woman's Club building.
this type of work,'' says Dr. Underwood, "can find work in their
Financial Rally Successful
own state--even in their own
The Finance Rally Sunday, counties."
March 27, at Bell's Chapel CME
church was a huge success. AnFrom what I hear and read in
other drive has been listuached.aavest-Ktntasuky,sucti
g lasjO
tile
as the work must be completed. State will be sown to permanent
The Stallworths wish to thank pasture this year than
ever bean their friends, both white and fore. A. A. Williams,
our county
colored, who gave financial sup- agricultural agent, says
Henderport toward the repairs being son county farmers
will
sow
done on Bell's Chapel CME 1,000 acres to Ladino
clover this
church on Third street. Rev. E.M. year. Local farmers
have started
Rankin is the pastor.
buying my home-groWn
grass seed earlier than usual.
Minstrel Highly Entertaining
"By guess is that thirty fields of
The Miles High School (Union'from 20 to 60 acres here
will be
City) Minstrel Chorus journeyec.scwn to_ bluegrass in
1949. This
to South
Fulton
Rosenwaldeineans foss ridge land planted. to
school on Monday night, March Hgrain.
27, to present for the third time
The other day the Henderson
this current season the annual Gleaner reported the
Committee
'mAnetrei 1 which has been ac- for the county and city
had a
claimed to be highly entertain- "broad program."
Many other
ing. This show is under the su- ; communities in the state
have
pervision ef Mrs. M. D. White broad programs,
but the public

you've had a
DEMONSTRATION of the
new, fully automatic ...

Friday, April 1, 1949
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Minimum Wage Bill
Pres. Allan B. Kline of the
American Farm Bureau Federation has asked the House Rules
Committee to grant a rule which
would permit amanding the Fair
Labor Standards Act from the
House Floor.
As ordered reported by the
House Committee on Education
and Labor, the House bill (H.R.
3190 by Cong. Lesinski of Mich.)
would:
1. Establish th eminimum wage
at 75 cents an hour.
2. Eliminate all agricultural
processing exemptions except a
14-weeks' (20 weeks for fruits
and vegetables) exemption for
any industry found by the Secretary finds characterized
by
marked annually recurring seasonal peaks of operation.
In testimony before the House
Committee on Education and
Labor, AFBF had urged retention of all exemptions affecting
agr
.iculture in the present WageHouse Act and reeommended
that the minimum wage for nonagricultural workers be tied to a
cost-of-living index.
Commodity Credit Corporation
Continuing its fight for legislation which would increase the
effectiveness of the epartment of
Agriculture in carrying out farm
price support programs, AFBF
testified March 22 for the bill by
Cong. Spence of Kentucky (H.R.
2682) to amend the Commodity
Credit Corporation Charter Act.
H. R. 2682 would place CCC
under the general supervision of
the Secretary of Agriculture and
give the Corporation the authori-

long been the innocent victims of
these unsocial and. vicious practices."
The Federation also declared
that H.R. 2032 does not adequately outlaw secondary boycotts.
"These instrumentalities are
dangerous weapons," it emphasidangerous weapons,"
it
emphasized. "The possession and
use of them must be made unlawful and finally subject, if
need be, to the restraining processes of Federal courts. The
public, and farmers in particular,
must not again be subjected to
the abuses of such practices,,
whether exercised
by
labor
groups or by labor groups in
collusion with employers. Protection against such practices must •
be preserved."

ty it now lacks to acquire storage facilities.
Farm Bureau's statement was
presented before
the House
Banking and Currency Committee by on Parel, Associate Director of the AFBF Washington
Office.
Labor-Management Relations
Provisions of' the present labor- !
management relations law which
protect the
general
welfare
should be retained, the American
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Farm Bureau Federation stressed
in a statement filed with the
"Unreality" is the subject of
House Committee on Education the Lesson-Sermon which will
and Labor, March 21, in regard to be read in all Christian Science
the Administration's bill, H. R. churches throughout the world
2032. This measure would repeal on Sunday, April 3.
the Labor-Management Act of
The Golden Text is: "Thou
19447 and reenact the Wagner hast dealt well vvith thy
servant,
Act of 1935.
0 Lord, according unto thy
Inds statement, by General word . . Through thy precepts I
Counsel
Donald
Kirkpatrick, get understanding: therefore I
AFBF insisted that the Congress hate every false way." (Ps. 119:
should make certain that the 65, 104.)
President has !he power to enAmong the citations
which
join threatened or actual strikes
or lockouts affecting an entire comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
industry when the national health the following from the Bible:
"Know therefore this day, and
or safety is imperiled.
The Federation declared that consider it in thine heart, that
H. R. 2032 does not adequately the Lord he is God in heaven aprovide for handling jurisdiction- bove, and upon the earth beneath
al disputes between labor or- there is none else." (Deut. 4:39).
ganizations, when such disputes
degenerate into
jurisdictional
Accurate
strikes seriously affecting third
parties.
WORKMANSHIP
"The public is entitled to proAt Low Coat
tection against such conflicts,"
Watches, Clocks and Time
AFBF stated. "Such 'family
Pieces of All Kinds Accgratefights' between labor organizaly Repaired at Low Cost by—
tions must continue to be defined
as unfair labor practices, with
ANDREWS
violations subject to appropriate
Jewelry
Company
civil sanctions. Farmers have too

:• •
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Symbols of security :.worn by the skilled,
career soldiers who protect our peace ...
4f.-. the men of our modern Army Divisions.
•
Theirs is an important role, as part of our security
'team.
'A team no greater than its parts ...
Successful only WTTH OUR f3UPPORT, Army
Day and every day.
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The U.S.Army—Part Of The Team

We/come!Comesee us
wtthout obligation
TAPPAN RANGE
INSTALLATION
5011 POUND "AIRLENE GAS" BOTTLE

0199.60
21.50
0.00

All Three For Only

$227.10

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY OF FULTON
FULTON, RY.

PHONE 960

••••
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For Security

Army Day-April 6
Know your rlfw Army better. Visit
your mistreat Army post, camp or station

FULTON BA
$5.000.00 Maximum Insurance

For Each Depositor

Safety
Service
Satisfaction
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1.1
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(Left Oyer From Last Week)
A dinner was given Sunday at
the home of Mr. Tom Work honoring him on his 78th birthday.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Harry McClain and Bobby, Mr.
and Mis. Percy Work and Diafra,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Work and
Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Work and ,
Carolyn, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Work,
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Work and Jer- I
ry, Joan and Marilyn, Mr. and
Mrs. Ismul Byars, Mr. and Mrs.
DarrellWilson , Mr. and
Mrs.
Bill Edwards and Terry. Mr. and
Mrs. Hamm Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Powell Melton and Sherry,
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. Clem Pickens and Miss
Martha Lou Casey.

T-ULTO
N tlgT111C.:flilINITLIII
s
9

323 WALNUT ST •• 67.4.A(
44ereArre

1

CO.

FULTON KY .4.

13 Pieces

Mr. and Mrs. Lottie Carr of
Dukedom were guests Sunday
evening of Mr. and Mrs. John
Bowden.

YOU SAVE ... $42.85!
SPECIAL BEDROOM BARGAIN INCLUDES: 111

Mrs. Edward Johnson was
hoM.ess Friday afternoon, when
the entertained at her home with
a pink and blue shower honoring Mrs. Willie Greene. Games
were played and prizes going to
Mrs. Ernest McNeely and Mrs
Dee Britt, Mrs. 011ie V. Morgan
assisted Mrs. Johnson in serving
the following guests, Mrs. Herman Walls, Mds. Edd Rhodes,
Mrs. Dola McNeely, Mrs. Hattie
Blalock,
Mrs. Gracie Russell,
Mrs. Dee Britt, Mrs. Bettye
Rhodes, Mrs. Grover Hall, Mrs.
Allene Lowry, Mrs. Aaron Brann
Mrs. Charlie RuFsell and Mrs.
Stanley Jones. Mr:: Floyd Crawford sent a gift.

Tommie Wray spent Sunday
Mght with Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry.
Mrs. Harry Gossum and Ronnie spent Monday with Mrs.
Mary Nell Gossum. -

Massiue Poster Bed, huge, round
-mirrored
vanity and roomy 4-drawer chest
reg. price $119.50
Matching Vanity Bench, regular
price

Full Size Coil Spring, regular price

8/5.95

Chenille Bed Spread, regular price

$11.95

Pair of standard Pillows, regular
price ____ $5.50

Complete 13-Piece Bedroom

3-Piece Lamp set (matching pair
for vanity
and bedlamp), regular price

Here is everything you need to completely furnish a smart, modern bedroom except the bed linens! Here is your wonderful opportunity to get a matched set
of durable, nicely-finished furniture,
grouped together for the first time in
one "package," ready for immediate delivery. See this group.on display today
at our potore. We can have it in your
hoMe-tomorrow if you are ready!

TOTAL

NITE•LITE
Lamp

BOOS! THE Siff
OF YOUR
HARVEST CHECK!

We still have a FEW

REJILICED PRICES.
Get our prices before
you buy.

STUDENT BRIDGE LAMP TO MATCH
AT SAME PRICE

THEY GO AT„..
Ink SOFT
IIPIT.CLARS lIGOT

24-HOUR
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE

WILLIAMS HDWE.CO.
CLINTON

FULTON

Pickup and Delivery

THE LATEST PHONOGR .PH

RECORD
#60.1
OAR reit

WEIGHS
/UST 25% OZ .

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine

New Beautiful
latform,
Ornamental
Design,
Onyxette
Insert

Considering Today's Costs,
of Raw Materiafs.
This May Be Thej,
Last Offcr
Its Kind Yoll,
Will Ever See'
c-a

JOHN DEERE e?,..2i4"X34,,,
,

NEW... ELECTRIC

We carry a complete stock of parts and tubes
for all makes and models, and we repair all
makes and models-24 Hour Service.

PAINT SPRAYER

CANDIBRA
LIGIMNG -

$199.95

You Save $42.85

Appliances On Hand
at

OPALITE GLASS
REFLECTOR

$242.80

OUR SPECIAL GROUP PRICE

AMERICA'S
MIRACLE VALUE!

A BREATH
TAKING LAMP VALUE!

$8.95

Oval or oblong Throw Rug.4x6 ft.
reg. price $16.50

KELVINATOR
AND APEX

Help yourself to a more profitable harvest. Plant with a new
John Deere-Van Brunt Grain Drill
that seeds at speeds as high as six
miles per hour under favorable
field conditions—that helps your
crop to • good start.
Low-down design for easier
filling and more accurate seeding,
automotive-type wheels for faster,
smoother travel, roller chain
drive, adjustable-gate fluted forcefeeds—these and other outstanding features speed up the seeding
job with full yield accuracy.
Stop in lot full details about
these new, streamlined grain
drills.

_ S6.50

Full Size Innerspring Mattress,
reg. prici $24.95

Frank Morris and Jack Olive
have returned home after a business trip to Detroit, Mich.
The Navy has a new device
which will automatically and
continumisly record
ship's
course.

(tax incli

$199"

Mrs. Louise Olive and children
and Mrs. Allene Lowry were in
Fulton Saturday afternoon.

Mrs. Clifton McNeely and children spent Sunday afternoon
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Crittendon.

COLUMBIA RECORDS, NOW 63'.

COMPLETE BEDROOM

Marshall Lowry spent Friday
with his granddaughter, Mrs.
Mary Nell Gossum.

Mrs. Cora Blackburn, of McKenzie is spending a few days
with her sister, Mrs. John Yates.

Today Apr. 1

This is a manufacturers'
reduction; former 79c records

Mr. and Mrs.Hub Wray and
Tommie Wray of Detroit, Mich.,
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Yates.

Mr. and Mrs. Hershall Floyd
have returned to their home in
Detroit, Mich., after visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Casey.

NEW REDUCED PRICES!
Effective

712 014 eemeirecet
Eleatic Sfrusgel
Oa'74 NadeetI

go

Enorn•I • Vornrsh •torquer
Light Oils• Insrticidoss
Choirs•Outdoor furnitur•
Shots/re • Bostrnonts
Scrt•ns• Trimh Drums
Toys• Auto f•odrs
Ready To Use!
No'Extras' To Buy I
Just Plug in ond Spray'

BURGESS
wilore •rgorm.

Foster to Use Than A
Brush . . . Works FPOft)
Any 110 Volt A. C.
Outlet.

1. Cruising down
the river

6. Sunflower

2. Far away places

7. I've Got My Love
To Keep Me Warm

3. Galway Ba;,7
4. Powder Your Face
With Sunshine
5. Red Roses For A
Blue Lady

8. So Tired
9. Lavender Blue
(Dilly Dilly)
10. Careless Hands

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal
Storage
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records).

Cabinets
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Joe Frankum and Mrs. Carey
spoon, Fulton, Lucain Isabell AMERICAN LEGION
HELLO WORLD
and Charles E. Adams, Hickman,*AUXILIARY HOLDS
Meand Mrs. James Anderson
C. A. Binford and Ray D. Taylor, REGULAR MEETING
Mrs. Earl Taylor gave an inannounce ,the birth of a nine
C rutchfield.
toresting report on the District
Amerifan
AuxiliThe
Legion
pound
eight ounce daughter born
A special registration commit- ary
met Monday night at 7 o'- • Conference held in Paducah,
March 26 at Jones Clinic.
tee includes Mrs. Robert Thomp;
March
13.
clock at the Legion Cabin.
son, Mrs. Joseph McAllister, M4..
Mr. anci Mrs. George Petty anA delicious barbecue supper
The rn:Tting closed with the
An offia.al housewarming or it.le.v store in which Southern Janne Wade and Mrs. Gene
nounce the birth of a seven
was served to 14 metnbers and retirement of colorS.
Percy
Mrs.
"open house" which farm fami- States' farm and home supplies Dowry, Fulton;
pound four ounce daughter, Patwo visitors Mrs. Billy Jolley
lies and other interested persons and appliances will be featured. VeAltch, Crutchfield, and Mrs.
tricia Lynn, born March 26 at
and Mrs. Garland Merryman.
Special displays will be erect- Charles E. Adams, Hickman.
are invited to ,attend will take
The meeting opened with the Glenn Weatherspoon
the Fulton Hospital.
place at the warehouse of S. S. ed at the store, special prizes
R. B. Watts, Fulton, will serve eresentation
of the colors
by Eledges 7'au Beta Pi
Southern will be awarded and light re- as chairman of a refreshment
Fulton Cooperative,
States Cooperative•Service Agen- freshments will be served. Fav- committee which includes Harold Mrs. Harold Holloday followed
Officer Receives Command
Glenn Weatherspoon, son of
cy at Fulton, on Saturday, April ors will be given women who at- Pewitt, Robert Holland Curtis ,by the Allegiance to the Flag in
Vits.
Lera
Weatherspoon
Speight,
.i.eison.
chapof
Mrs.
Fill
Jake
•
Capt.Jack R. Gadsby son of
2, between 11 a. m. and 4 p. m. tend.
nc c , a
. .
ton,. was one of forty pledges inMr. and Mrs. Jack O. Gadsby,
Manager Bennie Clark announcGreeting guests during the day ton, Want McClanahan and 0.G. lin, led in prayer.
this
.tiated
Tau
week
Beta
into
Route 4 Fulton, has assumed
ed this week.
will be a committee which in- Howell, Crutchfield, and T. C.
Mrs. J. C.
e.
president, Pi, natimml engineering honorcommand of the 539th
Q.M.
The housewarming will cele- cludes Charles ,E. Wright, Percy Sowell, Union City.
presided over th meeting. The ttlyk
,
ya
.t
t_he
TJniversity
of
KenCompany. He was comLaundry
brate the official opening of a F. King and Homer Weatherminutes were read and received
rnissiOned
second
lieutenant,
a
(Continue from page one)
by the secretary and approved.
August 14, 1942.
During the session it was votA graduate of Fulton High
CLEMENTS INVITES
ed and passed for the auxiliary School. Weatherspoon is now a
Prior to arriving at Fort Lewto give a small donation to Mrs junior in the* College of Engiis he v..as stationed in the Far
Fry's Shoe Store
5.00 Weems
and to order two dozen ncer'ng at the- university.
E.
Lambert,
George
An
e,
East
Command, with QuarterBennetts Electric Store
5.00 poppy
WE HAVE
boxes for the Girl Scouts
Ky., retired oil executty,e, has master in Korea.
Coffee Shop
5.00;and
Tau
Beta
Pi
was
founded
at
workers to use on Poppy
Fred Roberson Groc.
5.00 Di
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, been named t9 succeed J. 0.•MatHis services awards are the
Darnell's Furn. Store
5.00
Pa., in 1835. The University of lick as managefit of the Kentucky Pre-Pearl Harbor, American DeDukes Auto Parts
5.00
Mrs Ardell Sams and
Miss Kentucky Alpha chanter
was State Fair. Smith Broadbent, Jr., fense, Army of Occupation and
Paul Nanney Oldsmobile
5.00 Virginia Holmari were named to established in 1902.
president of the Fair Board in the Army Commendation RibRay's Sandwich Shop 5.00 see about the time to have the
rnaking the announcement point- bons.
Swift & Co.
5.00 benefit party in April.
Little Margaret Ann and Jim- ed out that Matlick has been1
G. H. Dallas Co.
5.00
A rlominating committee was my Newton are improving after elevated to the
important post of ! Roy Pickering of Memphis
City Drug Co.
5.00 elected to nominate officers for a weeks illness of measles at the
directing the construction of a I spent Sunday with his mother,
National Stores Inc.
5.00 1949-1950. The committee elected home of their parents,. Mr. and '
new
$6.000,000
State
fair grounds Mrs. R. E. Pickering and his
Meachems Grocery
5.00 was Mrs. Jones Gamblin, Mrs. Mrs. Harold Newton.
project.
sister. Mrs. Bess Deonia.
Killebrews Floral Shop
5.00 -Smoke House
• 5.00
NO
Wicks Cafe
5.00
Huddleston Hardware Co
5.00
STORAGE PROBLEMS Bennetts
Drug Co. .......
5.00
Evans Drug Co.
5.00
Simply close your window
Irby's Fashion Shop
5.00
to store the screen ... rolls
Carter-Rice Co..
5.00
into weather-proof
M. Livingston and Co.
5.00
Kramers Lumber Co.
housing.
5.00
Quality Cleaners
5.00
Quick Serv-. Refrig. Co.
5.00
A & P Co.
5.00
Fulton
Market
5.00
LESS
The Budget Shop
Because"A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned," you can pocket plenty by taking advantage of
5.03
WINDOW WASHING
Kroger Store
5.00
A & P's money saving low prices.
Boaz & Hester Groc.
5.00
Wire never covers glass.
U-Tote-Um Groc.
7.50
Window stays cleaner
Underwood Bakery
3.50
Bowen & Simons .
3.00 '
longer...emits more
Clarice Shoppe:
3.00
light ... better
The Grill
2.00
visibility.
Little Castle
1.00
Fulton Paint & Glass Co
2.00
.50
AGE SIZE SCREEN COSTS ONLY $565 A Friend
Coca Nut
sandwich Creme
Orange It ed
COMPLETE
WHITE LAYER CAKE
6%in. size 59c
• EASY INSTALLATION
Check These Features: • NO MAINTENANCE
Iced And Spiced
Angel Food Ring
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Roman
• NO SEA'..ONAl CHANGING
and daughter, Camille of Me0range Vanilla or Choc.
SPANISH BAR
ea. 35c
troplis, Ill.,
ware
w-eekend
5E.! SCREEN-0-MATIC DEMONSTRATED AT
PKG
guests of Mrs. Roman's mother.
YELLOW POT.IND CAKE
ea. 33c
Mrs. Leland Bugg at her homo
on Jackson street.
Delicious
Mrs. William Cates Jr., and
LADY
FINGERS
pkg. 29c
children of St. Louis, Mo., are
501 Walnut St.
Vanilla Iced
Fultnn
Phone 96
Pecan Topped
the guests of her father, N. G
ST.:707'T
CAKE
pkg.
SHELLS
of 4 15c
Cooke.

EVERYTHING READY FOR OPEN HOUSE AT
FULTON COOPERATIVE STORF. ON SATURDAY

PE

Seve
Bible 1
Grove
splendi
Mr.
and so
were

YOUR WAIT IS ENDED.

WINDOW
SCREENS

1181P's LOW PRICES PUT
MONEY IN MIR POCKET
Treat Yourself to Grand Eating With These.

Oven Fresh Bakery Treats

Personals

COOKIES
29(

EA. 39'

KRAMER LUMBER COMPANY

LAYER CAKE
62 EA. 49
size
in.

11111111111111111111
A Lenten Treat

Spring Style Trends

HOT CROSS BUNS
19'
9 in Pkg.

40* Vali ik.,34ed,
lect

COFFEE CAKE Creame filled
CARMEL PECAN. ROLLS

pkg, 35c

DONUTS

dozen in pkg. 19c

SUITS

$8.50 and $10

DINNER ROLLS
PARTY RYE BREAD
POTATO CHIPS

Square Cut Shoulder

VEAL ROAST
SMOKED PICNICS, 4 to 8 lb. avg.

Other genuine fur felts
at S5 and S7.50

Fine, lustrous gabardines and genuine sharkskin worsteds! Regulars, shorts, long, stouts.

45.00 to 57.50

lb. 49c
43c

SLAB BACON .
BACON SQUARES, cello wrap

_

TOMATOES
ORANGES
POTATOES, Florida new red
EGG PLANT,Fancy

lb. 49c
lb. 33c

4 lbs. 29c
2 for 29c

$3.50

$3.65

$3.95

9!-TOP WITH US FOR EASTER!

See our beat:taut Easter TIES $1 to $2.50

296 Main St.
Fulton, Ky.

CARTER -RICE
CLOTHING COMPANY

RITZ CRACKERS, N.B.C.
1-1b. box 30c
\\'
REG. SIZE
BATH SIZE
SWAN SOAP s`st.
* •
LUX SOAP

1 BARS lel
.

IVORY SNOW.
Lg. Pkg. 29c
REG. PKGS.

2

1 11(

lb. 53c
lb. 49c

FRYERS, fresh full dressed
RED PERCH FILLETS cello wrap

lb. 59c
lb.33c

FILLET OF HADDOCK
FRESH LINK AUSAGE

2

lb. 39c
I-lb. pkg, 53c

35c
49c

Tubes
Lb. Bag

PASCAL CELERY, 30 size
RADISHES, round red,

stalk 29c
3 bunches 17c

Snow White

1-111. pkg.39c

PEACHES, Hunts in syrup
No. 2 can 19c
CHED-O-BIT CHEESE FOOD 2 lb. loaf 69c
OLEOMARGARINE, sure good 1-lb ctn. 23c

White, pastels and patterns; regular and
wide spread collars; regular or French cuffs.

All Good
01. Dawn

Florida
Sweet Juicy

HEINZ PICKLES
PINK SALMON
Shirts by Manhattan and Wilson Bros.

24- OZ. LOAF

big 1% lb. can 75c

Red Ripe

Bluegrass Frozen

STRAWBERRIES

•

BREAD

pkg. 10c
loaf 18c

Ready For The Pan

.
tut From 1? to 14 Yo. Avg. Slab,
-.-

)larvel White

Light Tender

BEEF ROAST
SLICED BACON

See 6:iv DOI3P,S, in th,
wanted ,_Srfra167-- shade!,
?nd smilltiOrTskylings.

PKC OF 6

Sugared or Cirmare..n

Any Chuck
Cut

Head Yourself
Right
FOR EASTER!

CUP CAKES
39(

ea. 35c

25(

2 BARS 25'

CAULIFLOWER
12 or 11 size hd 29c
Fresh Cucumber
Chips
24-oz jar

& P Self Service
TOILET SOAP
Cashmere Bouquet

- 3 BARS 28'

Crisp Coated Chocolate

SOAP POWDER

M CANDY
7-0Z. PKG.

SURF'

M&

23'

27c
55c

Coldstream
1-lb
Pink
Tall Can

LG. PKG.

29(

NILDIUM .
SIZE
IVORY IV;

1 BAR
LARGE SIZE
SWAN SOAP

2 BARS 30'

4taii
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Fulton, Kentucky, Friday, April 1, 1949
and Mrs. Ernest Lowe and Mrs.
Mattie Rogers.

PIERCE STATION
u Several from here attended a
Bible Institute held at Johnsons
Grove last week and reported
splendid services.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Alford
and son, Kenneth, of Dyersburg
were Sunday visitors with Mr.

y son of
Gadsby,
assumed
Q.M.
.11
was comieutenant,

The Pierce Community Club
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lennie Burcham Wednesday of
last week with a nice attendance
of members. The project for the
day was making hammered alum- MRS. LITTLE
ENTERTAINS
HOMEMAKERS

Fort Lewthe Far
Quarter-

are the
-ican Deation and
ion Rib-

Memphis
mother,
and his
iia.

COLOGNE cued
DUSTING POWDER
$ 1 00

genitor('lime oft+
hew $1.011, MON

I swim

This didightfut after-the-bath duo is a
charming gifd Now, you can give--and savei
RN the regular price of one, get TWO:
one for YOU!
one for a gift
Choose from several fragrances, today!

of
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given by Mrs. Corum and her
assistants.
All members that had chairs
or stools to work on brought
them out. One chair and 4 stools
were completed and several others were started. These lessons
have gone over much better than
was first anticipated. Everyone
seems more interested as the
lesson is presented. Much credit
is due the leaders for they have
worked hard to prepare and present these lessons.
A delectable luncheon was
served to 13 members, three visitors and the agent.
The April meeting will be
with Mrs. O. G. Howell.

The Crutchfield Homemakers
were entertained at the home of
Mrs. Neal Little on March 22.
Mrs. Gerald Binford presided
over the meeting. The club decided to make a donation to
CARE, New York, N. Y. to help
the people in the foreign countries.
The citizenship chairman suggested cleaning up a place on the
road around Crutchfield that has
recently been used as a dumping
ground. This is very unsightly
as well as unsanitary. Mrs. John
McClanahan was appointed to
look in this matter.
RUBINOFF CONCERT
Mrs. Sams gave the lesson on
WELL ATTENDED BY
landscaping. She discussed paintFULTONIANS SUNDAY
ing and putting names on mailFulton music lovers who had
boxes vithich the members will
the opportunity to hear Rubinoff
start to do soon.
and his famous violin Sunday afMrs. Binford will report on the ternoon
were well repaid. RubinAdvisary Council at the next off with David
Vazquez, his painmeeting. The Council will take
up plans for next year's program.
The president welcomed the
new member, Mrs. Jack Graham
and also the visitors.
The recreatioaal leader had
prepared a very enjoyable game.
After the business session the
meeting turned out to be a real
work day.
The major lesson on seat weaving with Honk Kong grass was
—
inum trays. At noon a bountiful
dinner was served and all enjoyed the full day.
Mrs. John Smith has been
quite ill for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Reece visited Mrs. Claude Graddy Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lennie Burcham
attended the funeral of Elwood
Logan in Union City Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bennett
and daughters and Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Bennett and son spent Sunday in Huntingdon, Tenn., at
the bedside of their grandmother, Mrs. Alice Bennett who is
seriously ill.
Wilson
Little Miss Marlyn
spent the weekend in Union City
with her aunt, Mrs. Alton Smithson.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond
of Memphis were the guests of
Mrs. Raymond's _ mother, Mrs.
Mattie Rogers and other relatives the last few days.
Mrs. Edd Hoy spent a few
days last week at Huntingdon at
the bedside of her grandmother,
Mrs. Alice Bennett.
Mrs. Will Jenkins of Fayetteville, Tenn., spent the vveekend
with her father, Rev. J. W.
Smith. Bro. Riley Smith and
Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. Myatt Hall spent several
days last week at Hornbeak with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ashley who were ill.

Number Thirteen

ist, were presented in a concert the minutes were read and lIP‘
at the Hickman High School Au- proved.
ditorium by the Hickman ChamThe following officers were
ber of Commerce.
elected:
Mrs. Charles Dixon"
Those attending from Fulton president; senior vice-president,
were Dr. and Mrs. Peter J. Trin- Mrs. Harry Bloodworth; viceca and daughter, Diane, Mr. and president, Mrs. O. Ft, Bowles;
Mrs. C. A. Stephens, Mr. and secretary, Mrt. Joe Mullins:
Mrs. David Sundwick and daugh- Treasurer, Mrs. Stanley Parham;
ter, Marda, Miss Elizabeth Witty, Conductress,
Mrs.
Johnny
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis, Mr. and Sharpe; Guard, Miss Margaret
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., Dr. and Roach; Chaplin, Mrs. Leonard
Mrs. J. C. Hancock and children, Hagan; Patriotic Instructor, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McKendree, Clyde Omar, Historian, Mrs. J.D.
Mrs. Hattie Wood, Mrs. Sue Parham, Trustee, Mrs. Gordon
Schoe, Mrs. Leland Bugg, Mrs. Perry; Color Guards, Misses
Frank Wiggins, Mrs. Don Hill, Aleen and
Kathelgen
Rust;
Mrs. Monroe Luther, Mrs. Ray Flag Bearer, Mrs. Gordon Perry;
Hunter, Misses Mary Adele and and Banner Bearer, Miss Rose
Amaline Homra, Mrs. Harry Stahr.
Bushart and son, Al, Gerald BusDuring the business session a
hart, Delbert Wood, Mrs. Elizathe
progress
on
beth Osgood, Jerry Atkins, Mrs. report
given
was
float
the
Orville Smith and Mrs. Erlene of
Those on the float committee
McKinnon.
are Mrs. Harry Bloodworth, Mrs.
Mrs. Johnny
Stanley Parham,
VFW AUXILIARY
Sharpe and Mrs. Charles Dixon.
HAS CALL MEET
FOR ELECTIONS
The Ladies Auxiliary of_ the
Veterans of Foreign Wars had a
call meeting Thursday night at
the Post Club room for the purpose of electing officers.
The meeting was opened and

potato chips, cakes, and birthda,y cake were served.
Each member is to be honcrred
on her birthday Each one will
register and then on the meeting night during the month of
her birthday she will be honored
The next meeting will be
April 7. All members are asked
to get in touch with Mrs. Dixon
or Mrs. Mullins on April 4 to
receive instructions on the float
T.-Sgt. Carl Williamson of Albrook Field Canal Zone has arrived home for 10 days leave
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
T. E. Williamson on Route 4.

CHAS. W. BURROW
FtEAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

During the social hour Mrs.
Over City National Bank
Leonard Hagan was surprised Office
Phone 61
with a gift from the members in
honor of her birthday. She also
CITY PROPERTY
AND
FARM
lovely
was presented with a
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
cake.
Refreshments

of

sandwiches,

The ea41.eit
Of Fashion's Finest

Starts at Franklin's!

STYLE FIT HARMONY

sir
Navy and
Black Patent

SUITS
GABARDINES .
HERRINGBONES . . . .
SOLIDS ... AND STRIPES!
All hard-finished worsteds; single and doublebreasted. Shorts, regulars, longs, stouts and longstouts.

•

lc

•

•
Black Patent

See us first with
your radio problems

Easter Hats
SYLVait Ralt1
Whorl/el Dealer

WE USE
AND RECOMMEND
SYLVANIA TUBES

Easter Ties

Grey and Green
If your favorite radio program
gets lost in a fog, let our expert repair man make it work
like new. Our prompt service
low prices can't be beat.
I Call us at the first sign of
trouble.

By Stetson, Lee and Disney; new
Easter pastels in light and regular weights.

Bold patterns, neat patterns; ties
to suit any taste by Beau Brutnmell.

$1-50 to $3.50

Q/143C43 Wali244
for graceful walking

You'll Need Sox!

FRY'S SHOE STORE
220'LAKE ST.

FULTON

We have both the anklet and regular lengths, by Esquire.

55c

75c

$1

$7.50 to $15

SHIRTS
By Arrow and Van
whites and fancies!

Heusen

$3.50 to $4.50
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Dear P. B.
from
Look in the 7th desk
yours and you will find your
book. Your name has been removed but if you will recall there
me as I love him?
B.M. is a
mark on a page in this book
Dear B. M.
where you wrote a note and you
Yes, you think you love him
can tell by this that it is your
but he doesn't love you, and you
book.
will never marry. It will be several years before you meet the
RICEVILLE
man you will marry.
Mrs. E. E. Brockman, Cor.

Write Patricia Latane to Solve Your Problems
Dear Patricia;
I would like for you to tell
ime about a girl. Will we ever
get married? Her name is Jean
Does she love me, as I love her?
KC
Dear K. C.
married
but
Yes, you will get
there will be a lot of quarrels
before you do. Yes, she loves you
as much as you love her and that
is a lot and is enough to stick
things out.

me. There is a boy I am writing
abcut. I want to kpow how I can
get in with him 'to talk to him.
I have tried every thing. He
has been going with another girl.
Please answer this for me. Will
A.T.
we ever get married?
Dear A. T.
This boy doesn't want to talk
to you. No, you will never get
married. My advise to you is to
carry your ducks to another
pond.

Dear Patricia;
I love a boy. Will we ever get
married?
B.J.M.
Dear B.J.M.
No, you will never marry.

Dear Patricia; `niga
Please tell me wefere-my sweet
heart is. I would be glad for you
also to tell me if we will ever
get married.
M. J.
Dear M. J.
Your sweetheart is on a ship
Dear Patricia;
Please answer this question for in water somewhere in. the Pacific. It would be hard for me to
say just where he is and he is so
far from anyplace. Yes, you will
marry within the next 18 months.

A Complete Service
On .. •
Cars-Trucks-Tractors
We also have a complete
line of radiators and cores.
REASONABLE PRICES

Fulton Radiator Serv.
Jimmy McClendon
Phone 822
Depot St.

Dear Patricia;
I am married and am in love
with my husband, but yet I arn
jealous of him. I have tried not
to be but yet I am. I don't think
he goes with anyone else but yet
several of my friends tell me about things that keep my mind
wondering if he would.or not. I
Wonder if you can tell me if he
is going with anyone or not
F. W.

My DearF. W.
You are in love with your husband, and he is in love with you,
he is not thinking of anyone else,
and the ones that are telling you
that don't want to see you get aDear Patricia;
long. Don't let their talk worry
There is a boy I love. Will we yott. Tell them you don't apprecever get married? Does he love iate them telling you, that you
don't want to listen to it. It isn't
so, but if you believe it and start
nagging you may cause him to
Veterinary Service
start going elsewhere. When you
accuse anyone of things like that
Day or Night
' it gives the man ideas, and they
Phone 807-R
say "well, if I am going to be accused of it I just as well be doOr Call 70
ing it," and they will start lookDr.H.W.Connaughton ing around for someone to go
with so stop listening to these so
Graduate Veterinarian
called friends because they
aren't your friencis, they are just
. Located on Martin-Fulton
busy bodies who don't want to
Highway.
see you get along.

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and !Wernher of;
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

CAREFUL ATTENTION
When you drive in at POLSGROVE you can depend on us to
check your car carefully and accurately. We make it our
business to keep your auto in first-class shape, and to make
every customer a ,-atisfied one.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE
SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193
Mayfield Hi-Way

SEED

Dear Patricia;
I am a girl 23 years okl and
have been going with a boy for
2 years and at one time he acted
as if he thought a lot of me. He
said we would get married but
something has happened to our
love, he doesn't call or come as
often as he used to. Tell me, does
he still love me or what is the
trouble?
E. ICI.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howell and
Mrs. Hershell Batts were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Smith.
Other Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Smith were:
Mrs. Bill Bradley and Mrs. Jim
Clegg, Mrs. Clegg is from Detroit
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bradley and
son, Glynn Ray, Mr. Berry Morgan visited Mr. Bradley's mother and father Sunday afternoon.
Little Freddie Harper has the
measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess
are moving to their country
home near Crutchfield.

-
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ton Ray were in Troy Sunday afMr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley neral of Milton Horton at Popternoon and saw the Wee! 91 Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weather- lar Bluff,
Mo., Sunday. Mr. Horthe storm that played havoc with
spoon and son, Dan and Mr. and ton is the husband of Aegna Mcthe town Saturday night.
Rev. J. T. McMinn visited Mr. Mrs. Roy Bard attended the fu- Allister Horton.
and Mrs. E. E. Brockman Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Gladys Allen is on the
sick list.
Mrs. V. Smiley spent Monday
evening with Mrs. Preston Ray.
Mrs. Stanley Beadles carried
STANDARD OIL products
her baby, Mary Jane, to the hosATLAS tires
pital Monday for an operation.
Miss Betty Sue• Gregory has
Greasing — Washing
moved from Union City to the
home of her grand mother and
auntie.
Let us clean your radiator with
A large number from Riceville
our- NEW, amazing process.
attended the Bible Institute at
Johnson Grove last Thursday
night.
Rev. and Mrs. Randell Johnson
Dukedom highway
Phone 68
and family spent Sunday with
Mr. and NIrs. J. H. Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Oliver and
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Tompson
spent Friday at Milburn, Ky.
Daily Rates
Mrs. Wilmer Wallace and
daughter, Amelia Ann and Mrs.
$1.25 and up
Hazel Yates spent one day last
week at Moscow.
When in Fulton, Visit The

Friendly Service
C

DOWN
--Get ours before you buy!
ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEEDS
CLOVERS: White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
Sweet, Kobe, Korean, Jap and Seresa
GRASSES: Blue Grass, Red Top, Timothy,
Rye, Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
Alfalfa - Soy Beans - Hybrid Seed Corn
Et!

J Funks Broadbent and Funks "G."

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
Metal Galvanized Roofing
Fertilizers
ALL KINDS OF WIRE FENCING
Come in now and get the details of
OUR BIG FREE OFFER!
WE GRIND AND MIX YOUR OWN FEEDS
We have supplement to mix with your feed.

A.C.BUTTS & SONS
GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEEDS
903 E. State Line
Phones 602 - 603
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COLEMAN SERV. STA

PALESTINE

Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Pewitt from Water Valley spent Sunday with Mr.
Susan and Lad Stokes and
and Mrs. Cardell Brashears. Mrs.
Pewitt is Mrs. Brashears aunt. Harry Pewitt are ill with measles.
Paul Rumley and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder
Barbara and Jerry, were Thurs- and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompday guests of Mrs. Douglas Smith son were dinner guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell and Mrs. Lon Brown Sunday on
from Cayce spent Thursday aft- Pearl street.
ernoon with Mr. and Mrs. E. E. , Several
of this community atBrockman.
' tended the funeral of Clarence
Sue Brockman went back to Henry in Hickman Saturday.
school Thursday after being abMrs. Harris Bondurant and son
Charles of Cleveland, O., spent
sent two weeks with measles.
Little Tommy Smith is recov- the weekend with her father, Ed
ering from measles. Little Tom- Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Rot,
my says he doesn't vvant the ert Thompson.
"Beasles" any more.
Airs. Rupert Browder is recol.
ering from an attack of flu.
Drirs. L. C. Woods was dismissAirs Harvey Pewitt and Jimed from Haws Hospital Saturday., mie Walla;:e
spent the week end
We know she is happy to be . with Mrs.
Leslie Nugent on
horne again.
Park avenue.
Mrs. D. M. Merryman is imU.S. Pallorese•Pnased
proving.
Mrs. Preston Ray and
Mrs. CHICKS
Preston Ray Jr., were in town Stork !salted on rt.h
range. blood tested
Thursday.
&art straight
run or started
CrtClitSu
Mrs. Maggie Weems is improvPrie'd
*rote issitticiaVI
ing in Jones Clinic. Several dol- KENTLiCKY
HATCHERY. An Zwachni Broods
lars have been sent to her from a D. Slade. Pres. 337 stb St- Lesington.Kr.
Riceville friends and neighbors.
Mrs. Leon Hawks is up and about her household duties after a
weeks illness.

Dear E. M.
If you had never gong as far
as you did things would be like
they used to be, but they will
never be the same.
Best thing you can do is shop around, :ind someone else, set
your cap for them, then see how
nice, kind etc., you can be and
Betty Brashears has measles.
don't go any farther then you are
supposed to. You will find that She hopes to be up real soon, and
he will respect you more and will to be able to play with her little
friends.
continue to love you.
Wanda
Smith returned to
school Monday after being abDear Patricia;
sent with measles.
I am a man 42 years old and I
NIiss Joan
Bradley
visited
have been dating a woman for
several months and she is regard- friends in Riceville Monday aftFOR RICHER PASTORE
•Ocl as a real nice person, but sev- ernoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bradley and
eral times when I would be
Livestock thrive on
son, Glynn Ray, 1.isited
with
pasture land that is
drinking I would miss money.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Douglas
Smith
rich
in minerals.
Would this person take money
Thursday
night.
Apply
FOUR LEAF
off me? If you will just answer
Powdered Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Estes Collier visyes or no I will appreciate it.
Phosphate
for
ited with Mrs. Annie Crockett on
P. C.
richer pasture ...
Glyndale in South Fulton Satand more profiturday night.
Dear P. C.
able livestock.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Brockmann
This woman would take nickPMA pryw000. mod. so In oso
els off a dead mans eyes. She and Sue and Air. and Mrs. Presdoesn't want to at times but she
has the disease and just has to
Charles T. Cannon
take something. It doesn't mat- 1
Keep Smiling
Route 5,
Fulton, Ky
ter to her if she has any use for
the article just so she can get
or wrillotot THOMSON PNOSPHAll CO.
something. This person took a
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IU.
article out of the dash board of
Chiropractic Office
your car, she doesn't have any
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
use for it but she just had to
Palmer Graduate
take something. She still has
this article and it is in a dresser
11IICRO-DY
NAMEISLA
drawer in her bed room.
X-RAY
Dear Patricia;
222 Lake St.
Phone 1525
I lost a book. Can you tell
me I
Fulton, Ky.
if I will find it?
P.Be
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EARLE HOTEL
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"FULTON'S FINEST" -

the_F_ul

Ne v Ileating System — Newly - Remodeled
FREE PARKING
W. J. LARKIN, 31gr.

WEEKLY RATES
55.00

Come To Our

HOUSEWARMING
Southern States Fulton
Cooperative

At•
:
Jg eh: I

lowers

Fulton, Kentucky

•
°
P tme h
nbee
disk 1
.
e.
h.a
,sei
orith

11:00 A. 31. to 1:00 P. 31.

Saturday, April 2, 1949
EVERYBODY INVITED

,
wnp.
cdoorn

8 VALUABLE PRIZES 8
1—Glide-O-Nlatic Electric
Iron
1—Electric Kitchen Clock
1-5 gal Fountain
1Handsaw

tion
m•nt.

1-2 gal. Can Oil

Wil
FIY

1—Al Hammer
1—Combination Sq and Level

l/yd
..

I--18" Grill Feeder

3 GRAND PRIZES 3
1-7 qt. Burpee
Pressure ('ooker

I-600x16 l'niro
Premium Tire
1—Set West Bend Aluminum Ware

It1

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

PHILLIPS'

PRICES
are going

Fm
riisds

FREE
(IN NIERCHANDISE)

NOTICE

TO THE WINNER OF OUR
/NVENTORY CONTEST

WE NOW OFFER YOU

PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
CALL 156

QUICK SERVICE

LAUNDERALL
Laundry Picked Up Mornings—
Delivered Back That Afternoon
— OR —

Picked Up In The Afternoon and
Delivered Next Morning.

EC

DURING OUR BIG

HOUSEWARMING

cci
/
1
4.;k

--SATURDAY-Be Sure To Enter - - - It's Fun For All
This contest is open to everyone who visits us Saturday;
NOTHING TO BUY, no
entry fee. (Entrants must be at least 20
years of age).

- SOUTHERN
FULTON

STATES
CO-OPERATIVE

(

1, 1949
at PopMr. Horiegna Mc-

"e
ucts

n with

STA
one 68

ATES

rG

I Level
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MARTIN ROUTE 3 last Si nday night in the absence Saturday night with Mrs.
Mrs. Joyce Cruce„ Cor.
G. D. of town and Mr. and, Mrs. Eric
of the pastor, Rev. J. R. Hamlin. Webb.
Mrs. Willie Ruth Sills, Cor.
Miss Bettie Forster, daughter
Cunningham and son, George Ed
Mrs. H. J. Rowland attended
Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon of
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Forster is
Dresden, Tenn., were Sunday
Mrs. Harold Gardner gave her Sunday school and church Sun- visited
their
son, Bill in Abeline, guests of
seriously ill at her home on Intermediate
Mr. and Mrs. Carey
Sunday
School day after being ill for six weeks Texas last week
and he returned Frields.
Route 4.
class a hamburger supper last
Lena Lou Moss has been on the home with
them.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Tanner vis- Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Winstead
sick list.
Miss Glenda Kindred has re- attended
ited Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nyers
the Pisgah church dedMr. and Mrs Lee Sills and
Mrs. Alice May of Huntingdon turned home
after visiting Mr. ication Sunday.
Saturday night.
Tommie spent Sunday with Mr. is visiting relatives of this comand Mrs. Glenn Underwood in
Mrs. Byron Blagg and little
Hershel Wallace spent Satur- and Mrs. J. W. Sills and Jolene of munity.
Harvey, Ill., for a week.
son, Byron Jr., have returned to
day night with Alvin D. Cruce. Fulton.
Mrs. Elmer Cannon spent Sun- their
home in Nashville after a
An electric light pole which
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs
FULTON ROUTE 3 day in Memphis with her daugh- visit to
fell Saturday night across the Bob Owen were Mr. and
her mother, Mrs. R. H.
Mrs.
ter Mary Beth.
Wade.
road between Hugh Adkins and Parrom Owen and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
Mr, and Mrs. P. J. Brann spent
O. C. Myers caused a lot of trou- Chester Owen of near Sedalia.
Mrs. Maude Hummel visited
Thomas Hainline of Murray, Saturday night wtih Mrs. Radie friends in
ble. Herschel Wallace and Alvin
Fulton Sunday and
Mrs. G. S. Wilson is visiting
Kingston
and
Clara.
spent
the
weekend wth Mr. and
Cruce were returning home and Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Moss and
Monday.
Mrs.
Charles
Stewart.
ran into it. NQ one was hurt children.
Mrs. C. L. Newton, Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams of
badly but the car was damaged'
Newton, Miss Sally Rice, Mr. and
Mrs. Martha Francis (Hastings) Mayfield visited
some.
Mrs. Bettie WilMrs. J. C. Sugg, Jr., attended the
Dunn and son of Alabama are liams Sunday.
Miss Rose Stahr has returned funeral
Mr. and Mrs. Junior 1 Cruce. spending
of their cousin, O. C. Hentwo weeks with her
from a vacation trip to Florida. ry in
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dunn and
Hickman Saturday afterMr. and Mrs. Walter Hendermother Mrs. J. R. Hastings.
Dr. and Mrs. O. L. Hackey of noon.
children were Sunday evening
Mrs. Norris Moss is slowly im- son and Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Kin- Sharon,
Tenn., have returned
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Et:gene
dred, Mr. and Mrs. Windall CoffMiss Augusta Barkett was the
proving.
home after a visit to Mrs. W. L.
Council.
man
and
Sunday guest of the K. Homra
son
and
Frank Parrish Joyner.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wcrk am?
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cloys spent
family.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
the weekend in Memphis. They Rita spent Saturday night with Williams
Mrs. Will McDade has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields
awhile Sunday night.
home
were at the bedside of Will Ad- Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen.
from
Detroit
where she and little daughter, Karen, were
Sonnie Jones visited
Mrs. J. R. Hastings and chilDavid has been visiting her
ams who is in the hospital there.
daughter. weekend guests of his parents,
Hendrix Friday night.
O. E. Myers was brought home dren and Mrs. Martha Francis
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields of east Mr. and Mrs. Carey Frields.
Wednesday from the Baptist Dunn and son spent the right
The usual 4th Sunday services
with Mr. and Mrs. Will Hastings vvere held
Hospital in Memphis.
at Bethel Church SunTuesday.
day with a large crowd attendMrs.
and
Mr.
Wayne
Work
.and
Luther Weaver 13 improving
ing.
after several weeks illness in Rita Ann of Martin visited M-.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brady of
I
and
Mrs.
Parrom
Owen
awliile
Jackson, Tenn., spent the week
the Fulton Hospital.
Monday night.
end with Mr. and Mrs.
Ocie
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hastings Yates and
Walter Ridgeway and
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Thom- Betty.
as in- Water Valley Saturday.
Mr. and Ma.4. Billie Parrish
Mrs. Parrom Owen is on the spent
Sunday with relatives in
.0- h
Bick list.
Dresden
AND TIME TO
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
Russell Parrish of Knoxville,
girls spent Sunday with Mr. and Tenn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Mrs. A. Ws Green.
Phillips this week.
Mrs. J. R. Hastings visited Mrs.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann spent
Norris Moss in the Memphis hospital last week.
Mr, and M.rs. Carl Kimberlin
of Fulton visited awhile with Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Kimberlin SunPIRIAL
day afteanoon.

Personals

Page
Real Pit Barbeeser
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly,'Owner

Junction West State Line and Union City Hi-wmt

CURB SERVICE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM.
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

lVe are prepared to supply your needs for

C AL
You Will Need Heat Until May --Don't Get Caught Short!
CALL US NOW ...best gradel.
Prompt delivery.

NOW is the time to order your
HIGH GRADE FERTILIZER.J

FRESH

Mrs. E. G. Wilson is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Babb.
Miss Willie Velma Allen, Mrs.
Buck Wilhaucks, Mrs. John Allen, Mrs. Haroid Gardner, Mrs.
Rufus Kimberlin went to Jackson Wednesday.
:qr. and Mrs. Harold Sills are
the proud parents of a 10-pound
son.
At• mere touch of your hand,
Miss Willie Velma Allen spent
John Deere hydraulic Powr-Trol the weekend with 1Mr. and Mrs.
goes into •ction—raises or
lowers plow bottoms, grain drill Harcld Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen enopeners, mower cutterbars,
combine platforms, corn picker . ioyed a fish supper with Mr. and
anglesorstreightens Mrs. Lee Sills Wednesday night.
g•th
disk h•rrow gangs—instantly
Sunday visitors of Mr. and
changes working angle, depth
Mrs. H. J. Rowland were Mr.
or height of your equipment
and
Mrs. Johnny Allen,
Mrs.
... without stopping or slowing
Harold Garner, Miss Willie Veldown.
Allen.
ma
Mr.
and
Mrs. Rilly
It's the n
t thing yet to
completely automatic opera- Allen and family of Huntingdon,
tion of integral or drawn equip- Mr. and Mrs. Jake Leirster of
m•nt. See us soon for details. Martin, Mr. add Mrs. Leland Adams of Fulton and 1Mr. and Mrs.
' James Pruiett and family.
Mrs, Birdie Ledbetter has reFULTON, KENTUCKY
turned home after spending sevHydra/ilk POWR-TROL! era)! weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
H. J. Rowland.
..'Oahe,10/IN0,Efh'ffirst
Rev. Burk of Milan preached
at. McConnell Baptist Church

FISH

WALLPAPERS_

CITY COAL COMPAO

GUARANTEED FOR THREE YEARS

And Oysters, Daily

BELL'S MARKET
227 Ith St.

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
( hurch St

Telephone 51

Phone 909

Phone 1388

IRON FIREMAN STOKERS
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WILLIAMS HDWE.

WE'RE RAISING

"BEAUTENA"

_..est••
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.4111010.
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IN OUR STORE
••

"Ilciautana- is the calf that
we're raising LI3 our store to
show how big and fast
calves grow the Pwilia Calf
Start•na wcry. Shell girt no
milk crfter the first month.
Jut wadi kw grow and
notice the dairy quality she
develops. Come in and se*
-B•autitna.-

ON PURINA CALF STARTENA
ToUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

IT'S THE CHICK NEWS OF THE YEARI
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\ Yes. Purina Research ham don• it
again. In Research tests. chicks
^11%•••
(VOW 12% faster on NEW Start•na
ti--•• •
ChockerEtts than on 1949 Startone mash — which was the REST
Of
‘11
Purina EVER made for life cmd
Ie
growth. Da SW. to start your .
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MEE COOD TEAMS
HAT line crew makes as fine a team as
you'll find, and those matched bays can

to his aid by offering the services of an ex-

pull wherever they're hitched, but the finest

perienced stag' of Farm Service Advisers

team in this picture is the farmer and his
electric company.

whose job is to help the fartner make the

T

again Kentucky Utilities Company has come

most economical and most profitable use of

For more than three decades now, the
nation's electric companies have been help-

his electrified equipment.'

ing to develop new and better methods for

elevators, feed grinders, hay driers—all these

using electricity on the farm profitably.

and more have been put to work producing

And as fast as new techniques and new
.
equipsnent have been produced,the progres-

more feed, more meat, more cash crops. And

sive farmer has been putting them to work.
What to buy—and how to use it—has

been the farrner's recurring problem. There
""‘
'

't
.3i.ta••
•

Porn,in
Portent 9 is irent
ucky.
s
twos
,
to the industry.
Ar
tore,
College of
corti.
four University
of Agric'uf—
out of
peopie
every kentud%
ten of
and
actually
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Water pumps, milking machines, lights,

producing them at lower cost, too.
That's why farmers everywhere are saying, "Electricity on the farm doesn't cost
—it pays!"
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YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

,

KENTUCKY UT II,LlaTIES COMPANY

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and Mixing
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The Navy's giant transport
Thursday were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Joe been grieved to have to exchange Mrs. George Gardner
Constitution,- holds as
Sunday.
Yates
plane,
evening.
loved
a
for
flowers
cif
bouquet
McCona
McIntyre and Bobby of
Mrs. J. J. McNatt was sick one much fuel as a railroad tank car,
visitis
McMorries
E.
W.
Mrs.
deceased.
the
for
spray
a
to
one
nell.
day last week.
10,000 gallons.
Dorothy Harrison of Water Val- But never in history has the re- ing her daughter, Mrs. Clarence
Stephens and
Ned Howard, Robert WaggonMore than 38,000 men recently
ley spent the weekend with verse happened until now. Can't Stephens and Mr.
er andsMarion Taylor went to competed fur 2,000 Navy college
you imagine Juanita Gambill's tamily.
Patsy Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMor- Fulton Tuesday night.
scholarships in the NROTC proMr. and Mrs. J. M. Tyson, Mr. face when a local florist brought
visited Mr. and
Jimmy Yates was out of school gram.'
and' Mrs. Valvie Fuller motored in a "spray" from her friends at , ries and Eugene
the factory. Upon seeing her an Mrs. Claude Presley and family several days last week on acto Troy, Tenn., Sunday.
Originated In 1937
count of illness.
Mrs. Fannie Mobbs hag had as exchange was made bar bouquet Thursday night.
1
Miss Margaret Gardner went
Mr. and Mrs. Clon House vis.:
her Sunday guests her brother- instead. We bet Juanita liked it
Saturday.
Memphis
in
shopping
.
ited their son, Boaz House and
in-law, Max Tully of Gary, Ind., better that way.
Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Jones vis- wife and Mrs. Gardner Sunday.
Iyou for we have been homesick Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Tully of NewMARY NELL PAGE
Jewel Buck had her son-inlike
place
Gardno
is
George
Mrs.
-there
and
Mr.
At Low COld
know
ited
Sunday
and
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor,
Silly Alexander spent
burn and her sister, Mrs. Clara law, James Robert Browder as
ner Sunday.
afternoon with his father, L. D. home. We wish you lots of luck Taylor of Troy, Tenn.
Marion and Joyce and Mr. and Watches, C4ocka sad Ilage
her overnight guest Friday night.
Winfred lielcMor- Mrs. J. P. Owen, Jane and Sue Pieces of All Kinds Accurateand much success.
Alexander of Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Underwood James Robert was called home I Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. L. A. were in Fulton Saturday.
The reason for all of Duncan and children visited Mr. and Mrs. due
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins,
ly Repaired at Low Coat by—
of his father. I ries visited Mr.
illness
the
to
nduayy.
ckrsSuG
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Rickman
Wary Nell Page and daughter Alexander's excitement is seven J. H. Vaughn and Betty Sunday.
Craig cele- Tum
Judy
Miss
Little
Brown, Mrs. Aron and children of near Hickory
weeded Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jef- little coon dogs and if you don't
Frances and Betty, what were brated her fourth birthday Suntress and Patricia Sunday night. believe he is proud of them just you doing looking in the garbage day afternoon, March 20 with a McGough and son viiited Mrs. visited Mrs. T. Rickman at the
and son Mon- Haws Hospital Sunday.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. ask him.
can? Are you hungry? You go party at the home of her parents, Winfred McMorries
When the circulars start rain- down to eat to keep everyone Mr. and Mrs. John Craig of Wat- day.
Darrell Wray were Mr. and Mrs.
Alzo Hicks is improving in a
Dee Picking and family, Mr. and ing down out of the sky Satur- -from seeing what you have in er Valley. Games were played
iMemphis hospital.
Mts. Jewell Wiggins and family, day they will be coming from the your lunch.
and prizes were won by David
1f3dfly Joe Wiggins, Fay Hicks, hands of Rex Ruddle. Don't fail
Mr. and Mrs. Kennett Patts Crass, Anita Sue Charlton and
Tome Tibbs and Linda Harrison. to read them, they tell you about spent the weekend with the lat- Carolyn Hicks. Little Alma Lou
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Johnson the big Army Day celebration, ter's sister, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Boyd entertained by giving sevMiss Joyce Taylor, Cor
and Jean Johnson of Alton, Ill., April 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wray visitMaxwell and family.
eral numbers in song.
-were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Robertson of JackThose attending and giving ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
11Irs.. Barney Yates.
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son,-4.Tenn., was the weekend presents were Lucy Jane Moss, T. C. House Wednesday.
Canter,
Kr. and Mrs. Chester
Tuesday guests of Mrs. Addie
Carrye Lee Etheridge
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Billie La- David Crass, Ronnie Moss, CharWill Russell and Lucille Holland
The SOS (sew on something) tham.
les and Maxine Stephens, Nickey Casey and family were Mesand
Mr.
with
:spent Saturday
Club met in the home of Mahle
Mr. and Mrs. Bill West and Clois, Anita Sue and Donnie dames Ruby Casey and Cassie
3Mrs. Barney Yates.
McAlister Friday night. Late in Vickie Ann of Newburn, Tenn., Charlton, Carolyn Hicks, Mari- Taylor.
Charles Haman of St. Louis, the evening refreshments were were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Colburn is very
lyn Boyd, Steve Holden, Larry
1111a, is visiting relatives in Ful- -served to' six members.
Mrs. Charles Gill and Carolyn. and Alma Lou Boyd, Janice and much improved after being ill
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Willianis visAnn, those supper dates should Judy Craig, Mr. and Mrs. Jess several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle had ited Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Wil- have
Wednesday and Moss, Mrs. Cantie Felts, Mr. and! Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson
read
nu your clib with good. ragout cont. Fiouour oars halm dee* Wahl
...sipper Monday night with Mr. liams Sunday night.
heavily.
Thursday last week but you gave Mrs. Joe Byrd, Mr. and Mrs. Lon- were guests of Mr. and Mrs. T.C.
man cobs. The kernels are sound caul saki. weigh oat
sod
and Mrs. Ben Holland of Water
Jackie Whitlock has been ab- me an idea.
ellen overrun utearnred cribs from 5 to IS% whoa ehelled. Wei
nie Ingram, Rupert Holder, Mrs. House awhile Thursday night.
sent from work because cf illMrs. Willena Veatch and Max 011ie Lynch, Mrs. Muriel StevMrs. T. Rickman who had an
Plocuset, you get more corn. lees cobs per busheL Plant Pioneer. Place
Hex Ruddle and Billy Alexan- ness.
spent Sunday with her brother, ens, the host and hostess, Mr. and. operation at Haws Hospital
year orator DOW.
ides were in Troy Monday after
aftwork
to
back
is
Alice Sills
George Hiett of Clinton.
Tuesday of last week is slowly
Mrs. John Craig.
crock.
hear
to
er attending the bedside of her
happy
very
We were
Ice cream, cake and candy! improving.
Murray Greengrass is certainly infant grandson.
from Kathleen Toon Stanko of were served by the hostess as-1 Mrs. Tennie House called to
-.rearing a big smile. The reason
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Thompson West Easton, Penn. She enjoys
see Mrs. Frances Smith, v:ho is
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 483
is he is going home. Murray, we spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. the Siegel news very much. She sisted by Mrs. Lonnie Ingram ill. Friday afternoon.
STATE LINE ST.
and
Joe
Mrs
Byrd
exist understand what it means to Clyde Alderdice.
- is a sister of Era French and was
James Boyce and Tremon Dale
Mr. and Mrs. Wade, Hampton ! formerly a watch pocket girl in i Shirley Jones, talented young Ellegood of near Arlington and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Junior Casey
Cox spent Sunday in Hickman the 4th unit.
visited
I
Marion
visiting her mothen
Isabell Hale, Elizabeth Step- Jones, will sing at the Methodist Taylor Saturday night.
Easter
Crutchfield
in
church
Nothing can cause any mtlre henson and Dorothy Stephenson
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates
disturbance than a mouse prnong were in Union City shopping week. Each night will be set aa bunch of women. One was dis- i Saturday. They also
visited side for different churches to
covered in the fly section Monday WENK. Oh, I forgot, Dorothy' be represented throughout the
community. Miss Jones will sing
and all production was stopped didn't, she says.
until Mr. Mouse was captured. . Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brockwell at night. Harmony is representMr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon and family spent Sunday with ed. Everyone is given a special
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Mrs. Brockwell's sister, Mrs. invitation to attend.
Faulkner and son, and Mr. and Sam Speed, Mr. Speed and famiMrs. N. H Wilson had supper ly.
BEELERTON
with Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cannon
Jewel and Louie, we want you .... Mrs. W. E. McMorries, Cor.
Sunday night.
to stop licking the candy case at
Those who are on the sick
Bobby Joe Palmer spent Fri- the ten cent store like a cow list are Mrs. George Gardner,
day night and Saturday
with licking rock salt and stop wor- Mrs. Gennie Gardner, Mrs. Ed
. Max Cannon. Vernon Melton rying that man asking him if he Brown, Mrs. A. W. Fite, Alzo
joined them Saturday afternoon. has any .old jewelry that he Hicks and Lee Stephens.
Mrs.Gladys Cannon visited in can't sell and will take half price
Miss Margaret Gardner spent
Memphis Sinday with her daugh- fer, or you may get your name in the past week with Mrs. I. M.
Beth.
ter,
Jones
Frances
Signed,
paper.
the
Jones.
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1 and Pauline Pittman.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Steph"B" SECTION
1 Olene McDaniel, Leon Fields ens and Joyce Ann visited Mr.
manha Luther
and Mellie Gray spent Sunday and Mrs. A. W. Fite Wednesday.
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Mrs. Ralton Yates compliment- with the former's brother, Erad
We are just simply OVERSTOCKED on these lovely new
Miss Wanda Sue Rodes visited
*Xs, peivr
ed her husband with a birthday . Caldwell of Palmersville.
Mrs. George Gardner over the
dinner March 20. Those enjoyed
Virginia Cooley was the Tues- weekend.
Snring E.nd Easter SUITS AisTD COATS and we MUST move
the occasion were Mr. and Mrs. 1 day night guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorCecil Yates, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Frank Brady.
them now
ries and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
Yates and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sanford Russell McMorries and son WedChoose only the best quaint
Yates.
and son spent Friday night with nesday night.
paint for painting your hom...
Mrs. G. L. Forster, mother of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gill.
Mrs. Bennie Clifton Visiteo
dune's real economy ln using
Mr. Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Vaunetta, next time you want
Jogger lamang. better looking.
Mansfield, Mr. and Mrs. Jim help you'd better call on Mrs.
Plistsfrx.:411 Paints.
Mai.sficld, Misses Pat Wilson an ' French because wilat you wantto buy brand new, smart, 1949 fashions. We Will NOT carry
Jean Childers.
ed wa. soynething cl.fferent in
I'1.1 terribly sorry, Pail!ine, I'll Gene's lingo.
them
over to next season . . . and none of these are left-overs
try to better next time.
Ruby, will you please tell your
Mrs. H. F. Jones and Jimmy jokes a little louder so a certain
from
last
season.
Joe of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. guy won't have to strain to hear
Will Matthews, and Nancy and them.
Zit Church
Mrs. Lennie Matthews spent
Phone 909
Leo, aren't you ashamed of
COME IN TODAY WHILE OUR STOCICS ARE COMPLETE
laughing in that ladies face when
caosiag you to suffer from
she called you Mr. Siegle?
George, you hurry back to
work, Raymond and Etta Mae
"MARY LANE"
Does the functional 'rniddle-age'
really do miss you.
period peculiar to women (38-52
Quintruplets are a thing of the
yrs.) make you suffer from hot
past when it comes to the caflushes, feel so nervous, highstrung,
irritable, weak? Then DO
the
to
Wilkernine family. Born
try Lydia E. Pinkham.s Vegetable
son's and the Alexander's the
will lead the
Compound to relieve such sympother night were ten and seven
Spring Suede Fabric in Grey,
toms. It's famous for this!
coon hounds to be. Word has it
Taken regularly —Plnkham's
Red,
Blue, Golden Sunlight, Green
that they are indentical: Mamma
Compound helps build up resistDionne, you've lost your crown.
ance against such 'middle-age'
Regular
Price
$29.98
Walter Bell, of local, 560
dLstress. It's what.Doctors call a ,
ifierine sedative. If positively conwisheS'to announce that
tains no opiates—no habit-forming
the local has leased the old Presdrugs. Pinkham's Compound helps
byterian church building for an
nature (you know what we mean).
office and hall. All meetings will
It's also a great stomachic tonic!
be held there after this week.
Any drugstore.
Today is the day of the modern
age. Times and customs change. %LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
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Your Opportunity Is Here

GE
of LIFE?

C

NUN PAINT &
GLASS CO.

HOT FLUSHES?

Claussner NYLONS

RN,

TOPPERS

EASTER PARADE

19.98
OTHER TOPPERS

For the Easter Fashion
Parade . . . y-our new bonnet,
Your ne v frock, and
CLAUSSNER Kleer-Sheer
.. so smoothly
Nylon.s
trim because their
proportions are personalized in short, medium
and long.

.812es 81%, to 11
15 Denier

Rural Highway Roads

14.98

In Furtherance of County Road Maintenance All Property Owners and Residents Along
County Roads are Asked to Cooperate With
the Fiscal Court and Highway County Foreman by Removing From Fence Rows and Land
Adjacent to Rural Roads All Foliage or Other
Obstructions Which Over Hangs Said Roads
and By Refraining From Obstructing or Damaging Right-of-Way Drainage Ditches.
These Ditches Will Be Cleaned Out This
Year and Obstructing or Damaging Same
Constitutes a Violation of K. R. S. 179.380.

1.65
ROBERTS STORE
422 Lake St.

NOTICE

Regular price $19.98 Suedes and
Coverts.

Fulton. Ky.

HOMER ROBERTS
Chairman Fulton County Fiscal Court

Full-Length "Mary LanC

1

COATS AND SUITS
All New Spring Fashionet

Reduced

The Leader Store
434 Lake Street
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